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Summary
Multi-hop Wireless Networks (MHWNs) provide an inexpensive and ubiquitous com­
munication paradigm for the Internet of Things (loT) to seamlessly network the sur­
rounding objects. However, in order to meet different system requirements such as 
erid-to-end delay and energy efficiency, there are still many challenges tha t need to be 
solved in such resource constrained networks. Intelligent task allocation and schedul­
ing offers a promising solution, which enables in-network parallel processing and allows 
network nodes to share resources and interact with each other via multi-hop commu­
nication links. The objective of this thesis is to enhance resource sharing in MHWNs 
and to improve system performance from the task allocation point of view.
This task allocation and scheduling problem in MHWNs is very challenging when com­
plex network aspects are taken into account, such as shared multi-hop wireless commu­
nication environment, node heterogeneity and structure-less network topology. More­
over, network dynamics further complicate the problem. For instance, node mobility 
and failure events can easily cause an optimized task allocation solution to become 
invalid. In such case, a complete re-run of the optimization algorithm from the scratch 
is not computationally efficient. To tackle these challenges, this thesis recommends 
a Genetic Algorithm (GA) based evolutionary task allocation approach and provides 
an eflFective, adaptive, and scalable task allocation system for MHWNs. There are 
three main system components proposed in this thesis: an Intelligent Task Allocation 
and Scheduling (ITAS) scheme, a Dynamic Task Allocation and Scheduling (DTAS) 
framework, and a distributed Energy-efficient Clustering (EC) algorithm. ITAS pro­
vides suitable task allocation solutions which are able to balance energy consumption 
while also reducing task processing time and end-to-end communication delay in com­
plex multi-processor and multi-hop wireless networks. Automated task reallocation 
in a dynamic and mobile environment is performed by DTAS. Finally, EC is benefi­
cial in large-scale networks, offering a scalable and easily manageable hierarchical task 
allocation structure.
By combining ITAS, DTAS, and EC, the proposed task allocation system is able to 
support high performance applications in resource-constrained networks by assigning 
suitable tasks to the right resources based on user requirements and cost constraints. It 
provides optimized task allocation solutions for multi-objective task assignment prob­
lems (particularly in complex and dynamic multi-hop wireless environments), which is 
a clear step forward towards realizing resource sharing in the future loT systems.
K ey  w ords: Multi-hop wireless network. Task allocation and scheduling. Genetic 
algorithm. Network dynamicity. Clustering.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Thanks to recent technological advances and scientific leaps in data processing, storage, 
and communication capabilities, the rapid growth of IT  technology has evolved from 
traditional personal computing environments to interactive and ubiquitous computing 
networks. Ambient intelligence [1] [2] is the ability of smart systems, which constantly 
observes the surrounding conditions by using embedded sensors and makes adaption 
decisions based on corresponding environment changes. Hence, the system can always 
act ‘correctly’ and meet the user’s demands under dynamic situations. It implements 
a paradigm shift where the invisible rich context information becomes visible and us­
able by modern technologies. D ata collection and provision become immersed in the 
environment, which provide a natural and smooth way to let computers interact with 
users, know their potential needs, and eventually allow applications to become smarter. 
Suddenly, machines are able to act as agents for human beings and carry out tasks that 
we have to do by ourselves for everyday occasions: automatically adjusting lights or 
room temperature to a suitable ecological level [3], making bookings and coordinate 
dates based on your calendar schedules, monitoring personal vital signs and maintain 
a healthy lifestyle [4], smart power management to save energy and money [5], etc. All 
these visions are embraced in the concept of the Internet of Things (loT) [6 ], which 
is poised to bring a new and broader version of the future Internet: the rich context 
information of the real world of things becomes accessible not only by anyone but also 
by any other ‘things’ in the world. We can envision tha t in the near future with the aid
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of sensors, actuators, and other smart devices, the physical world can integrate seam­
lessly with the virtual world of information technology. This will bring a new technology 
revolution and lead the world towards a hi-tech and fully automated manner.
Although there is a general consensus tha t the loT will enable users and objects to share 
resources and interact with each other in an automated manner, many technical and 
operational questions yet need to be solved. A number of research problems are raised 
from the increasing number of connected objects, high resource demand from merging 
applications, limited node capability of computational power and energy, unreliable 
wireless channels, node mobility and structure-less network topologies etc. Hence, this 
thesis is inspired by the lack of autonomous systems to enable resource sharing and 
cost-effective communication among collaborative nodes in the loT. Particulary, as 
multi-Hop wireless communication is a very im portant communication pattern which 
commonly exists in the future loT to seamless connect nodes and objects, the aim of this 
thesis is focused on designing an efficient, adaptive, and scalable task allocation system 
for complex and dynamic Multi-hop Wireless Networks. The designed system should 
be able to meet different service requirements posed by user applications, to improve 
the energy-efficiency of the system in terms of energy saving and load balancing, and to 
enhance system performance in a dynamic and multi-hop wireless network environment.
1.1 W hy task allocation?
For embedded devices in Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) [7] or in the future loT, a 
long range wireless transmission is not energy-efficient or even may not be realized due 
to constrained power supplies [7]. Hence, Multi-Hop Wireless Network (MHWN) [8 ] is 
another communication paradigm, where nodes not only act as processing terminals, 
but also serve as independent routers for their neighbours. The connectivity of the 
network is achieved by a multi-hop fashion. In addition, emerging applications require 
considerable processing power, which often may be beyond the capability of individual 
nodes. Therefore, a computationally extensive program can be divided into smaller 
tasks tha t are then assigned to  collaborating nodes in order to efficiently use the re­
sources available in the network. As an example, a video-based surveillance system is
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shown in Fig. 1.1. Multiple camera nodes are placed in a distributed manner to de­
tect a potential intruder. Rather than sending all raw image frames directly across a 
multi-hop wireless network, which is usually correlated with high energy consumption 
and time delays, a more cost-effective way is to first reduce the data volume locally via 
in-network processing and suitable task allocation. To achieve this, computationally 
intense tasks like image processing, sensor fusion, and data compression need to be 
intelligently assigned to nodes according to their processing capabilities, energy storage 
and communication costs etc, and only the processed results are then sent to the end 
user that could possibly be located several hops away. Hence, the performance of a 
system might greatly rely on the effectiveness of the task allocation algorithm used, 
which plays a vital role in energy saving and system performance optimization [9], [10].
target4
filtering
$
\ image 
processing
fusion
compression
% relay
Figure 1.1: An example of distributed video surveillance
1.2 Design goals and requirements
In order to efficiently manage available resources and intelligently assign tasks to suit­
able nodes in multi-hop wireless networks and to promote resource sharing, three main
1.2. Design goals and requirements
objectives have been identified in this thesis: 1 ) To develop an intelligent task al­
location and scheduling system tha t provides optimized task allocation schemes in 
heterogeneous multi-hop wireless networks; 2 ) To produce an adaptive task allocation 
framework th a t specifically addresses the multi-objective task allocation problem in 
complex and dynamic multi-hop network environments; 3) And, to  design an energy- 
efficient hierarchical task allocation structure for management of large-scale multi-hop 
wireless networks. Detail considerations and requirements of each design objective are 
listed below.
1. D eveloping an efficient task  allocation  and scheduling system
• Targeting at both energy saving and QoS satisfaction (reducing the end-to- 
end delay), there should be an efficient task allocation algorithm to perform 
multi-objective optimization.
•  Practical cost functions to estimate the time and energy consumptions based 
on real-life embedded devices are required. In addition, it is necessary to 
construct a consumption model to specifically measure the energy and time 
taken by both computation and communication activities.
•  In a multi-hop wireless environment, communicating task pair can be as­
signed to nodes that are several hops away from each other. Therefore, 
the multi-hop communication costs need to be explicitly taken into account 
and be included in the task allocation solution structure. Furthermore, the 
scheduling process needs to consider particular issues like potential simulta­
neously occurring communications and parallel processing events, etc.
2. A daptation  to  dynam ic netw ork conditions w ith  netw ork dynam ics
• An adaptive task reallocation framework is required in a dynamic network 
environment with the present of mobile nodes.
• In case of sudden node or link failure events occur, network functionality 
should be quickly recovered by detecting the affected tasks and reassign 
them to alternative best-suitable nodes.
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•  Since the algorithm runtime incurs considerable delays to update the task 
assignments when network conditions change, this cost has to be considered 
for dynamic real-time systems. Hence, the algorithm runtime needs to be 
controlled such that an up-to-date solution can be determined.
3. Scalab le  for la rge-scale  ne tw orks
• The designed system has to be scalable for large-scale networks, thus a clus­
tered topology is required where a network can be divided into suitable 
cluster sizes to perform parallel and hierarchical task allocation.
• In order to achieve a sufficiently long node lifetime across the entire network, 
energy consumptions among different clusters and also energy expenditures 
among individual nodes within each cluster need to be balanced, and ideally 
be equalized.
• The cost of control overhead for clustering has to be taken into account, 
thus a distributed clustering algorithm is preferred for large-scale networks 
to avoid wasting energy on signalling.
Cluster* 
ISietwork 1
•  •  • Cluster 
Netw^fk N
Figure 1 .2 : A hierarchical task allocation architecture
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Although these objectives above have been identified, it is very difficult to realize these 
design goals, and the main challenges are listed below.
1. T im e-en e rg y  tra d e o ff
Many real-time applications are highly sensitive to end-to-end delays. The ideal 
solution to this is to assign time-critical tasks to nodes tha t can complete the 
tasks in the shortest amount of time. However, in order to prolong network 
lifetime, limited node energy resources must be conserved [11] [12] [13] and ideally 
equalized throughout the network, so tha t isolated energy depletion events are 
prevented. However, minimizing the execution time and prolonging the network 
lifetime are often conflicting objectives. That is to say, a node tha t provides a 
task with the earliest finish time may not be an ideal candidate for load balancing 
purposes. In short, a task allocation algorithm tha t selects nodes solely based on 
their task execution time may not be the best strategy, as such nodes may have 
their battery energy at critical levels or currently under high data processing or 
communication load. Therefore, task mapping and scheduling algorithms tha t 
can find a balance point must bë derived.
2. P a ra lle l p ro cessin g  vs M u lti-h o p  C o m m u n ica tio n
Parallel processing of tasks at collaborative nodes can greatly improve system 
processing efficiency, where a program can be divided into small tasks th a t are 
then executed concurrently on different nodes. However, it is challenging when 
multi-hop communication aspects are taken into account which incurs additional 
communication costs, which may have an adverse effect on distributed processing. 
Hence, the computational and communication costs over a distributed heteroge­
neous multi-processor system in which nodes communication via multi-hop routes, 
should be carefully considered.
3. N P -h a rd  sea rch  p ro b lem
The static task allocation problem in MHWNs has already been shown to be Non­
deterministic Polynomial time hard (NP-hard) [14], [15]. Therefore, an exhaus-
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tive search is not efficient and may not even be computationally viable. Although 
heuristic approaches are often used to address such problems, most heuristic algo­
rithms suffer from the limitation of non-backtracking. This occurs when a decision 
is made but cannot be changed even if it is found to be inappropriate at a later 
stage of the algorithm execution. As a result, algorithms suffering from non­
backtracking, are more likely to be trapped in a local optimal point. Hence, an 
efficient algorithm to obtain the global optimum is required.
4. Task recovery and adaptive task  reallocation in dynam ic environm ents
Network dynamicity can cause several challenges for a task allocation system. 
For instance, stochastic movements of a node might change its link costs or cause 
interference on its neighbours. When a critical node breaks away from the net­
work or a sudden node failure occurs, serious consequences like network service 
disruption can happen. In such cases, control messages are exchanged among 
nodes in order to isolate the faulty nodes and detect the affected tasks tha t need 
to be immediately reallocated to  other available nodes. All these imply tha t the 
effectiveness of a fixed task allocation may degrade or become invalid over time 
if there is no update on the latest network conditions.
On the other hand, the simplest reaction to a change of the network environment 
is probably to regard each change as the arrival of a new task allocation problem 
tha t has to be solved from scratch by re-running the allocation algorithm. When 
time and resources are sufficient, this is certainly a feasible approach. However, 
due to the sophisticated MHWN topology, assessments of finding a qualified solu­
tion are often computationally time consuming, especially for situations tha t re­
quire robust answers in order to quickly adapt to a dynamic environment. Hence, 
such an explicit restart approach is not affordable. In contrast, a simple and fast 
algorithm runs the risk of providing low-qualified solutions. In short, another key 
challenge for task allocation in a changing MHWN environment is to effectively 
explore network dynamics and efficiently exploit the potential of alternative so­
lutions which can offer an adaptation to new network conditions and meet the 
required design parameters [16], e.g. QoS requirements and a sufficiently long
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network lifetime.
5. C lustering for scalability and th e h ot-spot issue:
Evaluation algorithms like Genetic Algorithms (GA) [17] are shown to be more 
efficient than heuristic based approaches when applied to task allocation and 
scheduling [18], [19]. Furthermore, G As are proven to be efficient and robust for 
dynamic optimization problems [20]. Hence, in this thesis, a GA based evolution­
ary task allocation mechanism is adopted. However, the most frequently observed 
difficulty for GA based algorithms is to obtain premature convergence results for 
large-scale optimization problems. Although, heuristic G As may perform well for 
relatively small problems, they often suffer from strong sub-optimality in larger 
ones. Hence, in order to address this scalability issue, clustering technologies are 
further investigated.
In a clustered topology [21], a large number of nodes are organized into clusters 
with a Gluster Head (CH) selected as the local coordinator of each sub-network. 
Hence, a hierarchical clustering architecture is able to efficiently addresses chal­
lenging problems in node management, network scalability, and connectivity of 
large-scale Multi-Hop Wireless Networks, offering functionality for task alloca­
tion through a clustered approach. However, since GHs have a heavy burden 
in managing clusters and relaying information, these nodes quickly deplete their 
energy resources. Especially in a multi-hop wireless network, the relay load on 
GHs intensifies as the distance to the sink decreases, leading to  traffic hot-spots 
in areas tha t are closer to the sink. Hence, in order to  balance the traffic load and 
the energy consumption in a multi-hop network, the CH role should be rotated 
among all nodes and the cluster sizes should be carefully determined a t different 
parts of the network in order to balance inter and intra cluster traffic loads.
1.4. Thesis contributions
1.4 Thesis contributions
In order to meet these objectives and overcome the challenges, this thesis proposes the 
use of an Intelligent Task Allocation and Scheduling (ITAS) scheme, a Dynamic Task 
Allocation and Scheduling (DTAS) framework and an Energy-efficient Clustering (EC) 
algorithm. ITAS is able to provide suitable task allocation solutions for multi-objective 
optimization, which are beneficial to balance energy consumption and reduce end-to- 
end delay in complex multi-hop wireless networks by considering both computation and 
communication costs. DTAS further aids the automated task reallocation in a dynamic 
and mobile environment. Finally, EC addresses the scalability issue and is proposed as 
a distributed energy-efficient clustering solution to deal with the hot-spot problem for 
hierarchical network topologies. Detailed contributions are presented below.
ITA S: In order to  balance the energy consumption among collaborative nodes and to 
provide sufficient processing power to guarantee application latency demands, tasks can 
be intelligently assigned to nodes based on the proposed ITAS algorithm. The design 
of the ITAS algorithm not only enables parallel processing in task assignments to speed 
up task execution, but also provides multi-hop communication schedules to efficiently 
exchange information among tasks. To specifically address the task allocation problem 
in complex multi-hop wireless network environments, a comprehensive energy consump­
tion model and an efficient multi-hop scheduling model are developed, which take both 
computation and communication activities into account. Furthermore, in order to meet 
the multiple design objectives, a hybrid fitness function is applied which initially fa­
vors meeting the deadline requirement and then gradually leans towards exploitation 
of balanced solutions. Finally, a heuristic extension of the ITAS algorithm (HITAS) 
is proposed to increase the algorithm convergence speed and to further enhance the 
performance.
D TA S: DTAS addresses the problem of dynamic task allocation and scheduling in 
MHWNs in the presence of node mobility and failure events. By taking both multi­
hop wireless communication and network dynamics into account, we aim to minimize 
the frequency of instances tha t an application misses an arbitrarily set deadline (dead­
line miss ratio), while also extending network lifetime by balancing node energy con­
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sumption levels in the network. This is the first study that • specifically addresses this 
multi-objective task allocation problem in complex and dynamic multi-hop network 
environments.
The approach is summarized as follows: First, in order to reduce the search complexity, 
a heuristic minimum hop count algorithm is designed to narrow down the solution space 
without constraining it to a local optimum. Second, to deal with network dynamicity 
caused by node mobility and sudden node or link failure events, a Fast Task Recovery 
Algorithm (FTRA) is developed to quickly recover normal network functionality. Third, 
to be able to meet the multiple design objectives, a Self-Learning Process (SLP) based 
on a GA is applied to continuously evolve a set of solutions towards the global optimum. 
Last but not the least, an adaptive window is proposed to keep the algorithm runtime 
under control such tha t an up-to-date solution can be determined.
E C : EC is utilized in order to address scalability and traffic hot-spot issues, offering an 
energy-efficient hierarchical task allocation system. In a clustered multi-hop wireless 
network, the traffic load on relay nodes quickly intensifies as the hop distance to a 
sink decreases. Hence, there is an obvious relationship between the hop-distance to a 
data sink and the amount of data tha t has to be relayed at tha t region. To obtain 
a well-balanced network load, this relation should be studied analytically. In doing 
so, the energy consumption of data communication and of control overhead caused by 
route discovery and any other procedures should be taken into account. Therefore, the 
proposed EC algorithm determines suitable clusters sizes depending on the hop distance 
to the data sink. By tuning the probability tha t a node becomes a CH, EC effectively 
controls cluster sizes, which allows an approximately uniform use of the overall energy 
resources of the network. In order to evaluate EC’s performance, a distributed energy- 
efficient clustering solution is further proposed for a simple multi-hop data collection 
application to evaluate the effectiveness of EC.
1.5 Research impact
The main impact of this thesis is in the field of resource sharing and management 
through task allocation in dynamic multi-hop Wireless Networks. More precisely, the
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innovation brought by this research enables in-network parallel processing and cost- 
effective multi-hop resource sharing. It allows an intelligent selection of the right re­
sources based on the user satisfaction levels and the cost constraints, and provides 
optimized solutions for multi-objective task allocation problem especially in complex 
and dynamic multi-hop wireless environments. From the business perspective, an intel­
ligent task assignment system is able to differentiate services from resource providers 
in order to choose or integrate services in an optimal way.
Early applications of this research can be applied to various domains (Fig. 1.3) such 
as distributed provision of mobile web services in a service oriented architecture [2 2 ], 
dynamic data fusion in wireless sensor networks [23] [24], seamless robot collaboration in 
cyber-physical systems, and multi-player gaming scenarios that involves heterogeneous 
portable wireless devices (e.g. smart phone, tablet). W ith suitable task allocation 
algorithms, heavy processing jobs can be shared appropriately among the available 
resources to speed up the task execution as well as to balance energy consumption 
among nodes in the network.
/
1. Collaboration in Multi-hop 
wireless networks
2. Multi-robot systems
3. Multi-player gaming
Figure 1.3: Application domains for multi-hop task allocation
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Moreover, the following papers have been published based on the contributions:
J o u rn a l  P a p e rs :
• Y ichao  J in , Jiong Jin, Alexander Gluhak, Klaus Moessner, and Marimuthu 
Palaniswami, “An Intelligent Task Allocation Scheme for Multi-hop Wireless Net­
works,” IEEE transactions on parallel and distributed systems, June, 2011.
• Y ichao  J in , Serdar Vural, Alexander Gluhak and Klaus Moessner, “Task Allo­
cation in Multi-hop Wireless Networks with Random Mobile Nodes,” submitted 
to IEEE transactions on mobile computing, 2011.
• Dali Wei, Y ichao  J in , Serdar Vural, Klaus Moessner, and Rahim Tafazolli, “An 
Energy-efficient Clustering Solution for Wireless Sensor Networks,” IEEE trans­
actions on wireless communication, September, 2011.
C onference  P a p e rs :
• Y ichao  J in , Dali Wei, Serdar Vural, Alexander Gluhak and Klaus Moessner, 
“A Distributed Energy-efficient Re-Clustering Solution for Wireless Sensor Net­
works,” In Proc. IEEE Global Communications Conference (GLOBECOM 2011), 
2 0 1 1 , to appear.
•  Y ichao  J in , Dali Wei, Alexander Gluhak and Klaus Moessner, “Latency and 
Energy-Consumption Optimized Task Allocation in Wireless Sensor Networks,” 
In Proc. IEEE Wireless Communications and Networking Conference (WCNC)
2010, pp.1-6, 2010.
• Y ichao  J in , “Intelligent Task Allocation in collaborative Multi-hop Wireless Net­
works,” In Proc. First Center for Communication Systems Research Symposium 
CRS 2011, Guildford, UK, June, 2011.
• Dali Wei, Y ichao  J in , Alexander Gluhak, Rahim Tafazolli and Klaus Moessner, 
“Hot-spot Issue Aware Clustering for WSNs to Extend Stable Operation Period,” 
In Proc. Future Network and Mobile Summit, 2010, pp 1-9, 2010.
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1.6 Structure of the Thesis
Including the introduction chapter, this thesis is organized into 6  chapters.
Chapter 2, provides the background of task allocation and scheduling and summaries 
the shortcomings in the current state of the art. The content is categorized into: 
Task allocation and scheduling - describing how to model an application by using task 
graphes, and reviews existing task allocation algorithms in literatures. Genetic Algo­
rithm  - the current state of the art of GA based task allocation and scheduling algo­
rithms are presented. Energy-efficient Clustering - describing hierarchical clustering 
mechanisms in clustered wireless networks.
Chapter 3, proposes the Intelligent Task Allocation and Scheduling algorithm (ITAS). 
In ITAS, a multi-hop task allocation and scheduling model is developed which takes 
both computation and multi-hop wireless communication into account. A hybrid fit­
ness function is designed to perform multi-objective optimization based on our design 
objectives. Furthermore, a multi-hop scheduling algorithm is proposed which considers 
possible parallel processing and cost-effective simultaneous wireless communication.
Chapter 4, brings node mobility to the table, and develops a Dynamic Task Allocation 
and Scheduling system (DTAS) to  tackle this dynamic task reallocation problem. The 
proposed task allocation framework is able to quickly recover from possible network 
service disruptions, such as node or link failure events, and also continuously evolve the 
system to adapt to changing network conditions.
Chapter 5, presents an Energy-efficient Clustering solution (EC) to overcome scalability 
issues. By studying the proposed analytical energy consumption model, an clustering 
algorithm along with a simple clustering solution is proposed, which choose suitable 
nodes to act as CHs and determine appropriate cluster sizes in order to achieve a 
well-balanced network load and equalized node lifetime.
Chapter 6 , concludes the thesis by highlighting the outcomes derived from this work 
and provides some insights into possible future work.
Chapter 2
R elated Work
In this chapter, background knowledge and previous works related to the research 
problems are presented.
2.1 Task allocation and scheduling
Task allocation and scheduling plays a vital role in resource constrained networks for 
system performance improvement, and is adopted as the main methodology in this 
thesis to enhance resource sharing in MHWNs. Hence, in the following, basic knowledge 
of task allocation and scheduling is first introduced, and then a review of the state of 
the art of task mapping and scheduling algorithms is provided.
2.1.1 How to model an application?
In Distributed Computing Systems, a computationally intensive and time-consuming 
application can be broken down into multiple smaller and processing-independent units, 
called tasks. These tasks can be distributed to appropriate computational nodes in the 
network, where they can be executed in parallel in order to  speedup the task execution. 
In addition, as an output of a task could be the input of its successor tasks, there exist 
dependencies among the separated tasks. Hence, task execution sequence needs to be 
considered [25]. In order to model such collaborative applications, a Directed Acyclic
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Graph (DAG) [26] is used as a graphical representation of the ‘flow’ of data through 
an information system. A DAG is able to display how much data should input to and 
output from the system, where the data come from and go to, and which task shall be 
processed before another.
The DAG G = (T,É) model has been commonly used in literatures to model appli­
cations [12], [14]. Each vertex in the DAG represents a task Ti 6 T  tha t is connected 
to other vertices by directed edges. Each task T{ has a workload pi representing the 
number of CPU clock cycles to execute the task. The weight kj on each edge e^ - stands 
for the amount of data transm itted from Ti to Tj. A directed edge (e*j € E) shows 
the precedence relations among tasks, i.e Ti should be completed before Tj. Therefore, 
each DAG has a topological execution order, in which the task at the starting point of 
the edge has to occur earlier than the one at the ending point. Clearly, this order may 
not be unique since tasks tha t are not on the same edge could have the same execution 
priority. This task execution order is termed as the Task Scheduling Sequence (TSS). 
Clearly, any task tha t is a prerequisite of another must appear ’earlier’ in the TSS. 
Furthermore, an application can iteratively execute the DAG and a round is defined as 
the time period of a DAG execution cycle.
Any task T  tha t does not have any edge e pointing to it, are termed as source task, and 
task assignment rules can be predefined for the source task. For instance, in wireless 
sensor networks, the source tasks might be used for sensing and gathering raw data in 
a particular area, hence the assignment of these tasks can be predetermined according 
to the application’s requirement. However, it is assumed th a t processing tasks can be 
executed on any node in the network.
A sample DAG is provided in Fig.2 .1 , where the tasks on the top (T i,2 4 ,2 5 ) are the 
source tasks which provide the raw data, while those in the middle could be any process­
ing tasks, e.g. signal processing. Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT) or sensor fusion 
processes etc. Eventually, an exit task (T7 ) outputs the final result for further analysis.
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Figure 2 .1 : A DAG example
2 .1 .2  T ask a ssig n m en t
Due to limited resources available in the network, the cost of the processing tasks and 
communications between them should be minimized. Therefore, it is favorable to find 
an optimized task allocation scheme that keeps the total cost as low as possible. How­
ever, task mapping is not a unique process, as there is usually more than one node that 
can complete the intended task. Especially for the future loT, the available processing 
resources with the same functionality may exist thousand times in the system, making 
this resource mapping procedure ambiguous in general. In addition, the task allocation 
problem becomes very challenging when it needs to accommodate the multi-hop com­
munication aspects at the same time. The cost of multi-hop communication between 
tasks may vary for different task assignments. Furthermore, this problem become more 
complicated if the communication links are not static. As in dynamic wireless envi­
ronments, the communication links and network topology can be changed due to node 
mobility or node failure events. This means an optimized task allocation solution may 
become invalid due to such random events, which makes the task allocation problem 
even more complex. This thesis tries to tackle these problems, and aims to provide an 
optimised task allocation and dynamic reallocation solution.
Apart from the task assignment problem, scheduling the assigned tasks in a multi- 
hop wireless communication environment is another challenging mission. In the next 
section, background on task scheduling in a shared wireless environment is provided.
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2 .1 .3  S ch ed u lin g  ta sk s  in  a sh ared  w ire less  en v iro n m en t
A multi-hop wireless network is a collaborative but also competitive environment. Since 
the communications between nodes share the common wireless media, communication 
collisions may happen if there is no proper media excess mechanism to avoid such 
events. As a consequence, inappropriate communication method can cause significant 
task execution delays and energy consumption waste.
In contention based communication, the hidden node problem [27] can easily cause data 
collision events. An example of the hidden node problem can be found in Fig.2.2(a). 
Although node A and C are able to communicate with node B, they are hidden from 
each other. The distance between A and C prevents one of the nodes from backing off. 
Therefore, if they send data to node B at the same time, a communication collision 
happens.
Collision at'N ode B
(a) Hidden node problem
C re c e iv e s  RTS \ 
f ro m B  _
Stopped transm ission a t 
/  Node C
(b) Exposed node problem 
Figure 2 .2 : Hidden node and exposed node problems
In order to solve the hidden node problem, the Carrier Sense Multiple Access with 
Collision Avoidance (CSMA/CA) with RTS/CTS acknowledgment and handshake is 
applied [28]. The sender first initiates a Request To Send (RTS) message to the re­
cipient, and then the recipient acknowledges the RTS message with a Clear To Send 
(CTS) message. Any neighbouring node hears either the RTS or CTS message shall 
back off its communication for a certain time period. This procedure partially solves 
the hidden node problem, however, another problem of exposed node [29] emerges as 
illustrated in Fig.2 .2 (b). In this example, although the communications from B to A 
and C to D are not interfering with each other, as C can hear the RTS message from 
node B, C is not allowed to transmit. Hence, data throughput is reduced in this case. 
Furthermore, contention based communication cannot guarantee the Quality of Service
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provision such as delay requirements.
Therefore, scheduling as another main communication method is adopted in this thesis. 
Scheduling wireless communication events among processing units provides a promis­
ing way to avoid communication interference and collision problems [30]. In order to 
perform task scheduling among allocated tasks across a MHWN, the underlying MAC 
protocol is assumed to be able to carry out the communications based on the start 
and finish times of the activities. This requires a bandwidth reservation mechanism, 
such as a Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) or Frequency Division Multiple Ac­
cess (FDMA) based MAC protocols [31], [32]. A time synchronization among nodes is 
also needed, appropriate time or frequency slots are then assigned based on the task 
allocation solutions. Details of the scheduling process in a multi-hop environment are 
provided in Chapter 3.
2.1.4 Task allocation and scheduling algorithms
The task allocation and scheduling problem in parallel and distributed system has 
been extensively studied in both wired and wireless networks. Up to date, existing 
solutions to this problem have been based on multi-objective optimization approaches 
considering: the total average system response time of finishing the tasks [33], [34], [35], 
minimizing the to tal energy consumption [9], [13], [14], [36], load balancing to achieve an 
equalized node lifetime [12], [37], [38], adaptation to dynamics [39], [40] and maximizing 
service reliability [41], [42], [43].
In wired networks, since nodes are often connected with dedicated and cost-effective 
links, the communication cost is often considered as negligible.and delays are assumed 
to be deterministic [44], [45], [46], [47], [48]. Hence, a linear improvement of task 
completion time with the increase of involving processors is expected. However, the 
situation in a MHWN is quite a contrast, as the expensive multi-hop radio communi­
cation incurs additional costs to distribute the tasks. Therefore instead of separating 
the tasks, a typical greedy-based hierarchal task allocation algorithm for WSNs is pre­
sented in [34], [34], where most of the high-level processing tasks are more likely to be 
aggregated to a few powerful nodes such tha t the task interaction delays via the wire­
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less communication can be reduced. This, however, can lead to heavy usage of these 
focal nodes regardless of their remaining battery power. Consequently, due to poor 
workload balancing, these critical nodes deplete their energy resources much earlier 
than others [49]. Hence, solutions for balanced energy consumption such as Energy- 
Balanced Task Allocation (EBTA) [12] are proposed.
The 3-phase heuristic algorithm in EBTA allocates and schedules the tasks to nodes 
with balanced energy consumption subject to deadline constraints. Dynamic Voltage 
Scaling (DVS) [50] is employed to obtain a tradeoff between processing speed and 
energy consumption. However, single-hop and homogeneous networks are assumed 
in [12]. The EcoMapS algorithm in [35] presents a generic task mapping and scheduling 
solution for single-hop clustered WSN based on realistic energy models for computation 
and communication. It aims to minimize the schedule length under certain energy 
consumption constraints. Nevertheless, it is based on a single-hop WSN and does 
not consider about the broadcast nature. In addition, the execution deadlines for the 
applications are not guaranteed in EcoMapS. Similar to EBTA and EcoMapS, due to 
the complexity of the problem, research works in [13] , [36], [51] mainly consider simple 
network scenarios, thus they can only be applied to limited cases.
In [52], an ant colony algorithm is used for task allocation in clustered MANETs, and 
different task functionalities are considered. However, [52] adopts a simple application 
model, while the dataflow of a program should be represented by communication de­
pendencies among tasks. For example, a data processing task like imaging processing 
or filtering can only be executed after getting the results of the tasks th a t create the 
raw data. Therefore, graph theory such as Directed Acyclic Graph [26] is a better way 
to present an application with communication relations among tasks.
Most relevant to the task mapping and scheduling problem addressed in this thesis 
are the works in [14], [19], [37], [53], [54], [55]. In [53], both total energy consumption 
and energy balancing are considered for task allocation in multi-hop wireless sensor 
networks, and a mixed-integer programming method is used to speedup the optimiza­
tion process. However, [53] does not take scheduling into account which is another 
profound requirement for real-time applications in WSNs. The Multi-hop Task Map­
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ping and Scheduling (MTMS) proposed by Tian et al in [14] tackles the task allocation 
problem in multi-hop wireless networks by using an iterative heuristic algorithm. A 
dynamic weight variable a  6  [0 ; 1 ] with increments of 0 . 1  per step is used to tradeoff 
between the energy consumption and scheduling cost. For each a  value, a task map­
ping and scheduling solution can be produced by checking every node in the network 
for each task assignment. The best solution is selected with minimum energy consump­
tion under the deadline constraints. However, MTMS suffers from the limitation of its 
step-by-step optimization method. Thus; a local optimal decision made by MTMS is 
not guaranteed to be the global optimum, and it cannot be changed even it is found to 
be inappropriate at a later stage of the algorithm operations. Later, [19] [37] further 
addresses the load balancing problem in MHWNs subject to arbitrary deadlines. How­
ever, the time-complexity of both [14] and [37] is not scalable with the network size due 
to the complex multi-hop network topology, which could make this scheme unfeasible 
in large-scale MHWNs. In contrast, recent works in [54] and [55] consider dynamic 
task allocation in the wireless environment, but again just single-hop communication 
is taken into account.
In short, existing algorithms in the state of the art cannot fully address the task allo­
cation and scheduling problem by taking both multi-hop communication and network 
dynamics aspects at the same time. On the other hand, evaluation algorithms like 
Genetic Algorithm (GA) [17] are shown to be more efficient than heuristic based ap­
proaches when applied to  task allocation and scheduling [18], [19], and multi-objective 
optimization problems [56]. Furthermore, G As are proven to be efficient and robust 
for dynamic optimization problems [20]. Hence, in this study, a GA based evolutionary 
task allocation and scheduling system is developed to meet the design requirements. 
In the next section, the basic principle of how G As work and the mechanism for a GA 
based task allocation are presented.
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2.2 Genetic algorithm
2.2.1 Background
Genetic Algorithms are search algorithms which stem from the principles of evolution­
ary process of life in order to find optimal solutions in an often very complex circum­
stance [57]. G As are self-learning algorithms. By mimicking the natural evolution 
process, G As are able to study and transfer empirical search knowledge to constantly 
improve their performances in order to adapt to ‘environmental changes’. Some typical 
terms of G As are illustrated in Table 2.1.
Table 2.1: GA Terms
G A  T erm s D esc rip tio n s
chromosome a task allocation solution to the problem
population a collection of candidate chromosomes
fitness value a value representing the quality of a chromosome
fitness function a method or function of determining the fitness value of a given 
chromosome
selection select higher-ranked chromosomes based on their fitness values
crossover a reproduction operator tha t recombines some portions of the se­
lected chromosomes and reproduces offsprings
mutation introduces new genetic materials (new task allocations) to the off­
spring other than from the selected parents
The core of G As is to perform a fitness test on a selected population. In nature, the 
fitness of any living object determines whether it can survive and reproduce, and those 
who finally stay alive are able to pass on their genetic materials to future generations. 
By mimicking this process, in G As, a fitness function is defined in order to determine 
the ‘fitness’ of a solution, and the fate of the chromosome (solution) fully depends 
on the output of the fitness function - fitness value. The better the fitness value a 
chromosome, the better chance it has to survive. Therefore, through the GA evolution 
process, anything tha t contributes to the fitness value will be accumulated and passed 
to its offsprings. The pseudocode of a GA evolution process is shown in Algorithm 1 , 
and more details about GA can be also found in [17].
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A lg o rith m  1  A GA evolution process 
1 : generate an initial population of solutions 
2 : calculate the fitness value of each chromosome 
3: re p e a t
4: /*  genetic operators to create a new generation */
5: s e le c t io n
6: c r o s s o v e r
m u t a t io n
u n t i l  Termination (reach the generation limit or sufficient fitness value achieved) 
final solution =  the best chromosome in the population
2.2.2 G A for task allocation and scheduling
Research using G As in task mapping and scheduling is still in its infancy, only a few 
papers show the potential of G As for task allocation and scheduling [33], [37], [58], [59], 
[60]. In [58], [59] and [61], GA is used to perform task scheduling in parallel processor 
systems, but similar to other approaches proposed for wired networks, communication 
among tasks is ignored. In [60], another GA based task allocation algorithm is pro­
posed, where the communication delays are considered. However, the communication 
model in [60] is fairly simple and cannot be applied in complex MHWNs and the en­
ergy consumption of communication is not explicitly discussed. The GA-ITA algorithm 
proposed in [3 7 ] balances the energy consumption in a multi-hop wireless sensor net­
works with guaranteed application deadline. However, the communication scheduling 
employs only the “node-exclusive model” , which could cause a potential issue similar to 
the hidden node problem [29]. None of the algorithms above provide task reallocation 
solutions under dynamic network environment. Therefore, in this thesis, the multi-hop 
communication interference issue and network dynamicity are explicitly considered.
Furthermore, the most frequently observed difficulties for GA-based algorithms are to 
obtain premature convergence results for large-scale optimization problems. Although, 
heuristic guided G As may perform well for relatively small problems, they often suffer 
from strong sub-optimality in larger ones. Hence, in order to address this scalability 
issue, clustering technologies are further investigated.
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2.3 Clustering
Hieratical clustering is a popular technique to organize and manage the network ef­
ficiently [62], [63], in which Cluster Heads (CH) act as local controllers of network 
operations and provide a scalable solution to various networking tasks. In such a hi­
erarchical architecture, a complex DAG can be broken into smaller function blocks 
consisting of a group of sub-tasks with sub-deadlines, and assign these task bundles to 
suitable clusters. Once the assigned sub-task groups arrive at each CH, the proposed 
ITAS or DTAS algorithm can further distributed each sub-task to individual member 
nodes in the cluster. v.
2.3.1 Assignment of the Cluster Head
A CH is responsible for managing member sensor nodes in its cluster, e.g. node associa­
tion, authentication, and task assignment. The CH also maintains the cluster structure 
when node-centric events occur, such as hardware failures and node mobility. Support 
for traffic sharing, cluster membership, and inter-cluster connectivity are provided by 
collaborative discussions over the inter-GH links of the network backbone. Therefore, 
as a central control point of a cluster, a CH has considerably higher energy consump­
tion compared to cluster members. This requires tha t the role of CH be replaced by 
another node, so tha t the high load can be distributed among all nodes.
2.3.2 Traffic hot-spots
Periodic reassignment of the CH role to different nodes helps prevent the problem of 
a single point of failure in the event of node energy depletion. However, traffic hot­
spots [49], [64], [65] in a clustered network also pose error prone situations. This is 
particularly im portant since clustered networks are mainly focused on data gathering 
applications (e.g. habitat monitoring and military surveillance) [6 6 ], which involve 
periodic delivery of sensory data over multi-hop routes, creating highly congested areas, 
especially at locations close to a data sink (e.g. a control center). Furthermore, there 
may also be other critically-located sensors not necessarily close to data sinks, which
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carry the burden of relaying large amounts of data traffic, especially when multiple high- 
rate routes pass through these sensors. Such nodes are usually frequently chosen to be 
data  relays by routing algorithms and may serve a large portion of the network traffic, 
due to their convenient locations. Thus, avoiding the failure of such nodes caused by 
early energy depletion is critical to ensure a sufficiently long network lifetime. Hence, 
one major issue is to relieve CH nodes of their high load and energy consumption.
2.3.3 Clustering algorithms
The clustering of intelligent computing devices has been widely researched in the fields 
of Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) [67], [6 8 ], [69]. Therefore, in order to have a better 
understanding of the requirements and challenges for clustered of objects in Internet of 
Things, this section reviews the clustering algorithms in literature.
LEACH [70] is a well-known clustering protocol in which the CH role is periodically 
rotated among nodes to achieve load balance. However, LEACH requires all CHs to 
perform direct transmissions to the network’s sink, thus it suffers from the cost of long­
distance transmissions. As a result, the nodes tha t are far away from the sink drain their 
energy much earlier than others. To cope with this problem, EECS [71] allocates fewer 
number of member nodes to clusters with longer distances to the sink. Nevertheless, it 
is still based on single-hop transmissions to the sink from the CHs and is not scalable 
to large-scale networks. To avoid the high cost of long-range transmissions, HEED [72] 
adopts multi-hop inter-cluster communication and further selects its CHs based on the 
residual node energy levels. However, in HEED, the hot spot issue appears in areas tha t 
are close to the sink, as nodes in such areas need to relay incoming traffic from other 
parts of the network. To address the hot-spot issue, UCR [73], MRPUC [74] propose 
using multi-hop routes to the sink and conclude tha t the sizes of clusters should be 
smaller as they approach the sink. The main idea here is to compensate for the high 
inter-cluster communication load by reducing the cost of intra-cluster communications. 
W ith small cluster sizes, the high load of incoming data is claimed to be distributed 
among more clusters, effectively reducing the load of each CH near the sink. However, 
this might cause too many clusters to be formed around the sink and a significant
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number of summary packets to be produced when approaching the sink. The result 
is a higher traffic load than predicted. Therefore, an analytical study is required to 
balance the intfa and inter-cluster energy consumption amounts while considering the 
varying traffic load at different locations of the network.
Although a basic analysis of energy consumption for clustering is conducted in a few 
existing works, such as [74], [75], they have some deficiencies. For example, the anal­
ysis of energy consumption in control overhead caused by route discovery and cluster 
formation is not fully covered by these studies. Furthermore, some key parameters are 
determined via complex experiments [75], which is an impractical technique. Another 
issue is tha t clustering solutions like PEBECS [75] and [73] assume network-wide an­
nouncements during the cluster formation process. However, such an assumption not 
only reduces energy efficiency, but also limits the applicability to small-scale networks 
only. A summary of comparison for the well-known clustering algorithms is listed in 
Table 2.2.
Table 2.2; Comparison of clustering algorithms
LEACH EEHC EECS HEED U C R PEBEC S
M ulti-hop network No No No Yes Yes Yes
N ode H eterogeneity No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
CH selection Probability Probability4-Energy
Energy Energy Distance
4-Energy
Distance
4-Energy
N od e lifetim e equal­
ization
No No Yes No Yes Yes
Control overhead Low Low High Low High High
C om plexity 0(n ) 0(n ) 0(n ) 0(n ) 0(n ) 0(n )
2.4 Shortcomings in literature
As a summary of this chapter, the main shortcomings in the current state of the art are 
listed below, and this thesis aims to address these problems in the following chapters.
• Existing task allocation and scheduling algorithms in high-performance networks 
cannot be directly applied as the wireless communication cost is ignored.
In wireless networks, simple network models such as single-hop and homogeneous
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node types are often assumed, which limits their applicability in complex network 
scenarios such as multi-hop networks and heterogeneous node processing and 
energy levels.
•  Heuristic algorithms are often used to address the NP-hard task mapping and 
scheduling problems. However, this is very challenging for them when multi-hop 
task allocation and complex communication topology are taken into account. This 
is because heuristic algorithms are deterministic, and each step decision made by a 
heuristic based algorithm cannot be guaranteed to be the global optimum. Hence, 
pure heuristic based mechanism can be easily trapped in a local optimum when 
trying to find the task allocation solution in multi-hop wireless networks.
• Although many task allocation studies on energy saving and reduction of process­
ing delay have been reported, only a few take both time and energy consumption 
into account and make multi-objective optimization based on time-energy trade­
offs.
• Most of the works in the state of the art assume a static network condition with a 
relatively powerful machine to perform the task allocation algorithms. However, 
a dynamic network environment with node mobility and random node failure 
events is a more common and realistic scenario for the future internet of things. 
Furthermore, the assumption of using a powerful machine to  execute the task 
allocation algorithm hinders its usage in resource-constrained embedded systems.
• For hierarchical clustering, homogeneous and single-hop networks are often as­
sumed in literature. Yet, a heterogenous multi-hop wireless environment should 
be considered. In addition, existing solutions mainly focus on reducing the energy 
consumption during the data delivery phase but ignore the cost of control over­
head to form the clusters, resulting in an inaccurate energy consumption model. 
Furthermore, there is no comprehensive analysis of establishing load balancing 
across the entire multi-hop network. Hence, this trade-off between the distance 
to the sink and the cluster sizes should be studied analytically but not experi­
mentally, before setting up the network hierarchy.
Chapter 3
Intelligent Task Allocation and 
Scheduling algorithm
Emerging applications in Multi-hop Wireless Networks (MHWNs) require considerable 
processing power which might be beyond the capability of individual nodes. Parallel 
processing provides a promising solution, which partitions a program into multiple 
smaller tasks and executes each task concurrently on independent nodes. However, 
the costly multi-hop wireless communication incurs additional cost which could put 
an adverse effect on distributed processing. In this chapter, the proposed Intelligent 
Task Allocation and Scheduling (ITAS) approach is presented to address this problem. 
ITAS enables efficient parallel processing in a way tha t only possible node collaborations 
with cost effective communications are considered. Furthermore, in order to alleviate 
the power scarcity of MHWN, a hybrid fitness function is developed and embedded 
in the algorithm to extend the overall network lifetime via workload balancing among 
collaborative nodes, while still ensuring the arbitrary application deadlines. In the 
following sections, the task allocation system models, assumptions and cost functions 
are first described and then the main problem is formulated. The proposed algorithms 
are further described in Section 3.3. The effectiveness of the design is illustrated through 
performance evaluation in Section 3.5.
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3.1. System models
3.1 System  models
3.1.1 Network model
The application is modelled by DAG which has already been described in Section 2.1.1. 
The network is defined by a set of M  heterogeneous nodes V  = {vi \ i = 1 , 2 , - - - ,M } 
connected by wireless multi-hop links. The nodes are randomly placed, but once de­
ployed they are assumed to be static and node mobility is further addressed in the next 
chapter. Each node has independent processing and wireless communication capability. 
Heterogeneous node type is considered which mainly refer to different processing speeds 
and battery energy levels, while the radio characteristics are assumed to be identical. 
However, different communication ranges can be set as shown in Fig.3.1, where the 
vertexes represent nodes and the links among the nodes mean tha t they are within 
the transm itting range of each other. A non-preemptive scheduling policy is applied, 
which means multiple tasks can be scheduled on the same node but only one task can 
be executed at a time. Furthermore, it is assumed tha t computation and communica­
tion activities can occur simultaneously. In order to avoid communication interference 
among scheduled tasks, the underlying MAC protocol is assumed to be able to  carry 
out the communications based on the start and finish times of the activities. This re­
quires a bandwidth reservation mechanism, such as a TDMA-based MAC protocol [31]. 
A perfect channel condition is also assumed.
3.1.2 Task allocation framework
The task allocation framework is shown in Fig.3.2. The proposed ITAS algorithm runs 
on a central controller of the network (gateway node). Applications are first converted 
to a DAC by the task planner. The gateway node then uses ITAS algorithm to identify 
suitable task allocation scheme and creates schedules for individual nodes. The network 
can run the optimised application assignment as many times as required until a new 
application arrives. Depending on the nature of an application, tasks can immediately 
start to  execute on the assigned node once they have been deployed, or can be explicitly 
trigged by some events. In the second case, nodes are required to first report the start
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Figure 3.2: The Task Allocation Framework
event to the gateway, and then the gateway initiates the optimized schedules.
The task planner is able to convert an application to an executable DAG. For example, 
a user may specify a request as “find the average temperature of building A” , and 
a suitable task graph may consist of several data sampling tasks along with some 
averaging processing functions. Interested readers can find examples of task planning in
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[76] and [76]. In the SENSEI framework [76], the Semantic Query Resolver is one of the 
instances th a t can convert the interpretable representation of a request to  an abstract 
DAG. Another work proposed by Lombriser et al. in [77], introduces a service-oriented 
framework for body sensor networks which stores the service graph representations in 
the service graph database and retrieves them afterwards. Nevertheless, this thesis 
mainly focus on how to map a constructed task graph to the processing units in the 
network in order to improve the system performance.
3.1.3 Cost functions
This section provides comprehensive cost functions in terms of time and energy con­
sumption for both computation and one-hop wireless communication activities.
•  Cost function for processing a task:
4  = f>  (3-1)
J j
t\ is the processing time of a task Tj on a node V j , where pi is the computation
load of task i, and f j  {Hz) represents the processor frequency of V j .
= (3.2)
The processing energy consumption of Ti on Vj is represented by Ecompihj)^ and 
Pc{j) stands for processor’s average power consumption( J/sec) on V j .
• Cost function for communication:
I
=  Bandw idth  +
tcomm is the one-hop communication duration between two nodes. Since in MH­
WNs, the communication events are often in a short range, the propagation delay 
is negligible. The value I is the amount of data in bits and tdeiay is the media
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access delay during scheduling in order to avoid interference.
Et = <
( c i  +  s / 5  • • / ,  : d < d o
{ e t  +  E m p  ‘ d ^ )  ' I ,  : d > d o
(3.4)
Er — Or ' I (3.5)
A popular communication energy model is used (e.g. [13], [14], [70]) as described 
in Equation (3.4) and (3.5), where Et and Er represent energy consumption of 
transm itting and receiving I bits data. The baseline energy consumption in op­
erating the transm itter radio and receiver radio are expressed as et and e^, re­
spectively. The transmission energy consumption is denoted by either the Tree 
space’ channel model {sfsd^) or the ‘multi-path fading’ channel model {Smpd" )^, 
depending on the distance d of the two nodes and a distance threshold do [70].
Please note tha t there exist other communication energy consumption models 
such as [78] and [79]. However, the proposed task allocation algorithms do not 
rely on these models. Hence, different consumption models can be used in our 
proposed task allocation system to evaluate the energy consumption on commu­
nications.
3.2 Problem  formation
In G As, a complete solution to a problem is called a chromosome [17]. Hence, for 
task allocation problems, the chromosome here is a complete mapping of a DAG G 
onto a network V. The problem of task mapping and scheduling then aims to find the 
best chromosome with suitable task execution schedules tha t maximizes the network 
lifetime under the required QoS constraints. The Network Lifetime {NL) is defined 
as from the instant tha t the network starts to operate until the first node fails due to 
energy depletion. Let S o lu tions pace = {si, gg, "  , ^x} denote the overall solution set, 
where each Si is a candidate mapping solution and x is the number of overall possible 
task allocations. Let Ru- and denote the battery residual energy and the energy
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consumption of each application round for a node vj G V, respectively. Then, the NL 
of V  with K  nodes by allocation Si can be calculated as:
NL{si) = m i n { ^  | j  =  1,2, • ■ • , M} (3.6)
Let SL{si) represent the schedule length of one round DAG execution makespan time 
by Si. Then the objective of ITAS is to find the best task allocation solution Si G 
Solutions pace, which produces the longest network lifetime subject to SL{si) < deadline, 
where deadline is the application delay related constraint.
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Figure 3.3: ITAS flowchart
The proposed algorithm flowchart can be found in Fig.3.3. It starts with a pop­
ulation (S) of encoded  solutions with random mapping (5 — {si, S2 , - - - a* G 
Solu tions pace), where n is the population size. The solutions are then evaluated via a
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M ap p in g  E n g in e  (M E ) to produce their fitness values including both computation 
and multi-hop communication costs. Based on that, chromosome are further evolved to 
obtain better solutions via the IT A S G A  o p era tio n s . The ITAS algorithm repeats 
itself until it reaches the pre-defined maximum number of iterations or if the best re­
sult is achieved. The best chromosome in the last generation will be chosen as the final 
solution. In the following section, each component of the ITAS algorithm mentioned 
above is presented.
3.3.1 Encoding
An encoding procedure encodes each solution in a way tha t it can be processed and eval­
uated in a multi-processor network connected by multi-hop communication links, and 
ensures tha t all multi-hop communication costs are taken into account. Each solution S{ 
includes a task mapping structure called Chromosome (C) and a task communication 
matrix named Edge (E), which are described below.
The initial mapping of tasks to nodes are modelled by a 3-by-A Chromosome matrix, 
where A is the total number of the tasks in the DAG. The elements in the first row 
represent the tasks. The corresponding places in the second row and third row stand for 
the node ID tha t a task is mapped to and the computation load of the task, respectively.
C =
T S S -^  
‘1 4 5 2 3 6  7^ 
1 2  1 2  1 3  3
Pi P4 P5 P2 P3 P6 P7
Task  
Node 
Computation Load
Figure 3.4: Example of a Chromosome matrix C
An example is illustrated in Fig.3.4, which contains a mapping of the DAG displayed 
in Fig.2.1 to 3 processing nodes ui,U2 , and %. By observing the task mapping relations 
in Fig.3.4, it can be easily obtained that Task 1, 3, 5 are located on vi, Task 2, 4 
are assigned to V2 and Task 6 , 7 are placed on U3 . As mentioned in Section 2.1.1, a 
DAG has a topology execution order and the task placement sequence (left-4- right) 
in the first row is decided by the Task Scheduling Sequence (TSS). Clearly, any task
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tha t is a prerequisite of another must appear ‘earlier’ in the TSS. In addition, tasks 
having the same execution order can be placed either in front or back of each other. For 
instance, in Fig.2.1, T2  and T3 are independent of each other, hence different TSSs can 
be generated for the same DAG. On the other hand. Te cannot be placed before any of 
its parent tasks T3 , T4 , and T5 . Therefore, chromosomes are not only differentiated by 
the task-node mapping but also depends on their TSSs. Scheduling tasks of different 
chromosomes with different TSSs is further illustrated in Fig.3.8 .
• 1 1 3 4 5 2 6 Ts
E = 2 3 6 6 6 7 7 Tr
hz hs he he he h i hi- data
Figure 3.5: Example of an Edge matrix E
The communication relation among tasks is modelled by a 3-by-y Edge matrix, where 
7  is initially equal to the total number of edges in the DAG but it might be extended 
during the multi-hop extension process described in the next section. Each column in E  
is formed by three elements: [Tf,Tj] lij], where the first two denote the communication 
task pairs who send (Tg) and receive (T^) information respectively, and kj is the number 
of bits tha t needs to be transmitted. An example of E  matrix is shown in Fig.3.5. The 
first two columns in E  record two of the communication edges in the DAG, where the 
total amount of data (Z1 2 , / 1 3 ) is sent from the sender (Ti) to the receivers (T2  and T3 ). 
The rest of the edges can also be found in the corresponding places of E.
3.3.2 The mapping engine
The Mapping Engine (ME) is developed to acquire the cost of a chromosome mapping, 
which consists of two main functions: multi-hop extension and evaluation and mapping.
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T h e  m u lti-h o p  ex ten sio n  p rocess
For a particular chromosome mapping, the communication task pairs in E  could be 
allocated to nodes tha t are several hops away from each other in the actual network. 
Therefore, multi-hop communications are required between a Tg and a Tr, and the 
process to extend E  by adding multi-hop relay information is called the multi-hop 
extension process. First, a proactive routing algorithm is invoked which predetermines 
the relay nodes (e.g. minimum-hop Dijkstra [80]), and then routing tasks (denoted as 
Troute) are assigned to each routing node along the selected route. Regarding the Edge 
encoding, for each hop, the original Tr in the E  matrix is replaced by the Troute  ^ and 
the Edge matrix is extended by adding a new column for the new communication link 
created from Troute to with the same communication load e. This process repeats 
itself until reaching the final destination. When all communication task pairs in the 
Edge m atrix are extended, the multi-hop edge extension process ends. The extended 
routing task-node pairs are also updated in the corresponding chromosome, and the 
extended C  and E  are named as Hyper-Chromosome (HO) and Hyper-Edge (HE), 
respectively.
Efficient wireless multi-cast is supported in order to avoid wasting time and energy on 
redundant transmissions, which is shown in Algorithm 2. An index I  is proposed, and 
when a relay node {vi) receives a copy of Tg during the multi-hop extension process, 
the corresponding element in index I  (ly f) is marked as 1. A relay path between the 
sender Vg and the receiver Vr is first identified at line 6 . The order of the relay nodes is 
then reversed and examined by checking the index I. As such, the closest routing node 
of Vr tha t has a copy of Tg on it can be identified, as shown at line 7 of Algorithm 2. 
If a copy of Tg is found on a relay node V{ (/J® =  1), the new relay path actually starts 
from Vi rather than the original source Vg, hence the Troute on % replaces the sender 
task in E  as shown at line 17. Otherwise, new virtual links needed to be added in E  
during this multi-hop extension process.
C ase  s tu d y :
An example of multi-hop extension process is given in Fig.3.6, where a 3 task DAG is 
assigned to a 4 node network. As shown in Fig.3.6 (a), Ti allocated on vi needs to send
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A lgorithm  2 Multi-cast aware Edge extension algorithm 
Require: Chromosome (C) k, Edge (E)
Ensure: Hyper-Chromosome (HC) k  Hyper-Edge (HE)
1 
2
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20 
21 
22
23
24
initialize visited_node_index ( I  = 0)
HCi-chromosome, H E ^E dge  
for each pairwise Tg,T^ € E  do
find the sender node and receiving node Vg k  Vr E C  
if  =  0  /*  a copy of Tg has not been sent to Ur * / then
find a relay path from Vg to Vr, path =  Vroutei^i 1 2 =  1 , 2 , - - - ) 
R -path — reverse the relay node order in path  
/*  find the closest relay node tha t has a copy of Tg*/ 
for each Vi E R -path  do
if  /J® =  0  /*  cannot find a copy of Tg on Vi * / then
insert a new edge to connect Vi and its predecessor in R -path  
update HC k  HE
else
/*  Vi has a copy of Tg */ 
find Ts’s routing Troute on Vi
update HE by replacing the sender task with Troute 
break  
end if  
end for 
else
hsTr =  0  /*  this edge is not needed */ 
end if  
end for
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Figure 3.6; An example of the multi-hop extension process
information to ug and V3 , where T i’s child tasks T2  and T3 are located, respectively. 
Since there is no direct link among them, V4 is selected as the relay node and a routing 
task T4 , assumed to have a 0 processing cost, is added on V4 . Virtual links from Ti to 
T4 , and from T4  to T2 are created as shown in Fig.3.6(b). In addition, T3 also requires 
input data from Ti, however it can directly duplicate this information from V4 rather 
than from the original source vi. Hence, only a new edge from T4 to T3  is added in 
HE. By implementing multi-cast in the Edge extension process, only necessary routing 
tasks are inserted, while redundant communication on the common route is eliminated. 
Details of the multi-cast aware Edge extension algorithm is presented in Algorithm 
2. Furthermore, in this example, as V4 can broadcast data to both % and %, only 
one transmission is considered rather than two separate unicast transmissions. Thus, 
possible broadcast savings are also taken into account.
E v a lu a tio n  an d  m ap p in g
The evaluation process determines the fitness of each chromosome by finding its fitness 
value. The better fitness value it has, the higher the probability that it is able to
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survive. The goal of the fitness function is to extend the network lifetime while also 
to meet the delay constraint. Therefore, two fitness parameters pertaining to NL and 
SL are defined in sections below. Afterwards, a hybrid fitness function is proposed 
to combine these two fitness parameters into one fitness value, which is stored as the 
solution’s fitness. The mapping process then forms a performance ranking table tha t 
maps each chromosome’s calculated network lifetime, schedule length as well as the 
combined fitness value to a unique ID of tha t chromosome, such tha t the chromosomes 
can be easily sorted and identified during the inheritance process (Section 3.3.4) based 
on different requirements.
3.3.3 M ulti-objective fitness function 
N etw ork L ifetim e (NL) F itness Param eter
The lifetime fitness parameter indicates how long the network can run the assigned 
application until the first node runs out of energy. Algorithm.3 provides the network 
lifetime fitness algorithm in detail.
For each node vi G V, all tasks assigned to the node can be obtained from the HC  and 
we refer them as The energy consumption EcompiTj) for each task Tj G can be 
calculated by Equation (3.2). Thus, the total computation energy cost Ep{vi) for each 
Vi is Ep{vi) — J2TjETv ^comp{Tj). In terms of the communication energy consumption, 
the transmission energy consumption EtiTg) of each unique sending task Tg in the HE 
as well as possible multiple receiving costs Er(Trs) are obtained by Equation (3.4) and 
(3.5). The reason we use the term ‘unique sending task’ is because possible broadcast 
energy saving is taking into account, where only one transmission is considered from 
the same Tg to multiple potential recipients. This can lead to significant energy sav­
ings as well as an improvement of communication efficiency compared with multiple 
unicast transmissions. The communication energy consumption Ec{vi) for each Vi can 
be calculated by Ec{vi) =  '^TjeTv ^ t(T j)  -f J^TjeTv ^r{T j), and the total energy con­
sumption for a node Vi can be calculated as =  Ep{vi) -h Ec{vi)- Eventually, the 
network lifetime can be determined by Equation (3.6).
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A lg o rith m  3 The network lifetime algorithm
R eq u ire : Hyper-Chromosome (HC) & Hyper-Edge (HE) 
E n su re : Network lifetime (NL)
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20 
21 
22 
23
initialize Ep{vi) and Ec{vi)
/^Calculate computation energy consumptions*/ 
fo r  each Tj G E C  d o
find T j’s processing node Vi in HC  
E piyf) = Ep(vi) +  EcompifTj) 
e n d  fo r
/*Identify possible broadcast energy savings*/ 
fo r  each task Tg. G HE d o  
search all Tg. in HE
m ark  the first Tg. as 1 and others in HE  as 0 
e n d  fo r
/* Calculate communication energy consumptions*/ 
fo r  each pair of Tg. and G HE d o  
find Ug. and in HC  
i f  mark{Tsf) =  1 t h e n  
Eci'^si) — Ec{vsi) + EtiTgf)
{vn ) =  E c {vn ) +  Er {Tn ) 
mark{Tsi =  0) 
e ls e
E c  ('^Vi ) — E c  ) +  E r (Tr^ )
e n d  i f  
e n d  fo r  
Compute NL
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S chedule L en g th  (SL) F itn e ss  P a ra m e te r
The schedule length fitness parameter indicates the task execution time which is the 
DAG execution makespan based on a chromosome mapping. In order to calculate SL, 
an array of node processing finish time (tp) is defined where the processing completion 
time (pt) of each node j  is recorded tp =  \ptj\j =  1  : M]. An assigned task i can start 
to  execute on node j  only if tha t node finishes all its previous assigned jobs as well as 
gets information from its predecessor tasks. After these conditions are met, task Vs 
processing completion time can be computed and updated in tp accordingly. In terms 
of communication scheduling, another array tc records the completion time of each 
communication event {ct), and indicates the earliest ’communication available tim e’ 
for all nodes tc = [ctj\j = 1 : M]. tc updates its records once a communication event 
is scheduled, and this communication completion time is updated for both the sender 
node and the potential recipients. The formal algorithm of the scheduling process is 
shown in Algorithm 4.
Apart from tp and t ^  some other notions used in Algorithm 4 are introduced below:
• A task T ’s predecessor tasks are represented as {Tpre} and the task sequence in 
{Tpre} is based on the communication sequence in HE.
A function H (T) is defined to search the corresponding node in the HC  tha t 
processes task T.
•  In terms of broadcasting, {Tres} represents a set of for the same Tg.
• tst and t f t  denote the task start time and finish time, respectively.
• Cst and Cft are the start time and finish time of a communication event, respec­
tively, while L T  denotes the timing when a task get all information from its 
{Tpre}*
The scheduling sequence of a HC  is decided by the TSS shown at line 2 of Algorithm.4. 
If the task T is a source task, the scheduling process only calculates the task processing 
time and updates the processing completion time in tp as seen at line 3-5. Otherwise, 
if communication events are needed, suitable time slots are ranged to transm it data
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A lg o rith m  4 The schedule length algorithm
R eq u ire : Hyper-Chromosome (HC) & Hyper-Edge (HE) 
E n su re : Schedule Length (SL)
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20 
21 
22
23
24
initialize Tc and Tp
for each T  G HC  based on the TSS  do 
if  T  is a Source task th e n
t s t  —  p t } î { T )
t f t  = tst +  task-processing-time 
else
find all T ’s Pre-tasks {Tpre} 
for each Tj e  {Tpre} do
if  Tj has not been broadcasted before th e n  
find all T j’s {Tres} in HE 
Cst = tp{H{Tj))
C f t  —  Cgt  4"  t c o m m
tc ^  Cft for both sender and receivers 
else
do nothing 
en d  if  
en d  for
L T  = max(tc{H({Tpre}))) 
tst = m ax{LT,tp(H {T))) 
t f t  = tst +  task-processing-time 
en d  if
tp 4— t f t  for H (T) 
en d  for
SL =  max{tp)
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without interfering with the others (line 7-17). To do so, the communication start time 
Cgt is the processing finish time of the sender in Tp as seen at line 1 1  of Algorithm.4. 
In order to obtain Cft, the communication time duration tcomm needs to be calculated 
(line 1 2 ). tcomm has two parts as seen in Equation 3.3, which includes the actual 
communication duration and the media access waiting time tdelay Once Tcomm is 
obtained, Cft can be calculated and updated for both sender and receivers in tc as 
seen at line 13. If a task T  needs to receive data from multiple senders, L T  is the 
communication finish time in which T receives all the data from Tpre (line 18). At line 
19, now T  is ready to be processed, however, as there could be other tasks executing on 
the same node, these computational processes cannot overlap with each other. Hence, 
the tst of T  is chosen from a later time selected between the communication finish time 
of its predecessor tasks and computation finish time of the current processing node. 
Eventually, the final SL  is the time duration from the start of task execution until the 
last task in HC  completes, which is the maximum value in tp.
C alcu la tio n  o f t d e l a y
In order to avoid potential interference between simultaneous communications in the 
MHWNs, the sender can communicate with one receiver only or making broadcast 
transmissions to several receivers as long as they are not interfering with each other. 
Hence, the one-hop communication duration (tcomm) at line 1 2  in Algorithm.4 contains 
not only the data communication time but also the media access delay (tdeiay) as seen 
in (3.3). In order to schedule a communication event c^  which might cause potential 
interference to a set of scheduled neighbouring communication events Cf, the waiting 
time tdelay is expressed as:
t d e l a y  ~  ^
Max( f t {c f )  -  st(c^)) , i f  S(cw) e  N{R{cf)s)
(yrR(cp, )s€N{S{cf ) )  (3.7)
0  , Otherwise,
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where s t(q ) & ft{ci) represent the start and finish time of a communication Q, respec­
tively. S{ci) is the sender of a communication, while R{ci)s represents a set of possible 
receivers. N{vi)  is a set of u /s  one-hop neighbours. From Equation 3.7, if the current 
scheduling communication does not cause any interference to its scheduled neigh­
bors c/, the “waiting” time tdelay is zero; otherwise, the transm itting time of link 
needs to be delayed until all neighbouring communications Cf are finished. Neverthe­
less, concurrent communications can happen in MHWNs, which reduce communication 
delays.
C ase s tu d y  for schedu ling
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Figure 3.7: The schedule length fitness case study
Fig.3.7 provides an example to verify the schedule length algorithm. The DAG is 
formed by 5 tasks, and the network consists 4 nodes. The nodes are placed in a line 
so that they can only communication to their one-hop neighbours. For simplicity, the
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time cost of computation and communication events are directly presented in the DAG. 
A demonstration task allocation matrices C  and E  can be found in Fig.3.7(a). This 
task node mapping is also graphically displayed in the network as the task number 
placed above a node means tha t this task is allocated to that corresponding node. The 
processing SL  calculation is described below.
First of all, the multi-hop extension process is called and routing task Tg is inserted 
to relay information from Tg to T5 . Based on the schedule length algorithm, tasks are 
scheduled one by one according to the TSS of HC, and the corresponding communica­
tion and computation time updates in tc and tp can be found in Fig.3.7(b). The first 
two tasks in TSS (Ti and T2 ) are source tasks. Hence, the processing finish time of Ti 
and T2  can be easily calculated and updated in Tp for their corresponding processing 
nodes V2 and ug (line 4-5 in Algorithm 4). Then, in order to process Tg, the processed 
result of Ti needs to be delivered to  Tg’s execution node vi. Therefore, the start time 
Cst of the communication Ti -4- Tg (referred as Ci) is the processing finish time of Ti 
on V2 which can be found as 2  in Tp. As Ci has the time cost of eig =  2 , the finish 
time of Cl is 4 which is updated at the third line of Tc for both the sender(^2 ) and the 
receiver(ui). This step can be found in Fig.3.7(b), where Tg is stated on the left side 
as the anchor point. The processing finish time of Tg is updated at the third line of 
column Vl oiTp. Once Tg is scheduled, the communication from T2  to T4  (referred as 
C2 ) is considered in order to process T4 . Since the receivers of ci and C2  are 2  hops 
away from each other’s senders, they do not interfere with each other and can carry out 
simultaneously. Therefore, the Cst of C2  is the processing finish time of T2 , which is 3. 
tcomm is equal to I24 as tdelay = O' Thus, the Cft of C2  is 5 which is updated in tc for the 
sender ug and the receiver V4 . The same mechanism applies to  schedule Tg. However, 
this time the communications between Tg Tg (referred as cg) and T4  - 4  Tg (referred 
as C4 )  have to be scheduled in different time slots for collision avoid purpose. Regarding 
the schedule length calculation, cg is scheduled first as cg is listed in front of C4  in the 
HE. Then, in order to schedule C4 , Cst of C4  can be obtained from V4 S processing finish 
time in Tp (cst = 6 ) according to  line 1 1  in Algorithm.4. The communication duration 
Tcomm for C4  is equal to I 4 5  +tdelay, where tdelay can be calculated as f t (03) — st(c4) =  1  
based on Equation 3.7. Hence, the Cft of C4  is 8  which is then updated at the last line
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of tc for V4 and Eventually, the processing finish time of Tg in Tp is obtained, and 
the total schedule length matches the value of the intuitive schedule length shown in 
Fig.3.7(c).
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Figure 3.8; The TSS scheduling study case
In addition, different TSSs of chromosomes could have totally different schedule lengths 
even they have the same mapping. A slightly change of parameter setting based on 
Fig.3.7 is made, and an example of scheduling two chromosomes with the same node 
mapping but with different TSSs is illustrated in Fig.3.8(a). The communications 
between T\ Tg and T2  ^  T4  in Fig.3.8 (a) are interfering with each other, therefore 
they have to be scheduled in different time slots. By observing Fig.3.8 (b), i t ’s very clear
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tha t a different scheduling sequence of Tg and T4  can lead to a significant discrepancy 
in SL.
T he H ybrid F itness Function
In order to perform parallel optimization for both fitness parameters and still keep the 
deadline satisfaction as the top priority, a hybrid fitness function is designed as:
=  âS S i - “ ^  m/ S
1  , SL(si) > Deadline
where ^  = < (3.8)
0 , SL(si) < Deadline,
The candidate chromosome’s network lifetime N L (si)  and schedule length SL(si) are 
normalized by the maximum corresponding value in the population of chromosomes. 
The reason of normalization is to obtain fitness{si)  as a scalar value and to make the 
numerical value of N L  and S L  comparable to each other. The value of jS depends on 
the predefined application deadline: as long as the schedule length meets the deadline, 
becomes zero; Otherwise, ^  becomes 1  and penalties are added to the overall fitness 
value, which consequently decreases the survival probability of the chromosome. Al­
ternatively, a  is a tuning parameter tha t provides a weighing between the two fitness 
parameters. At present, there are two main factors that decide the value of a: firstly, 
in order to  be processed by the Roulette-Wheel scheme in the selection step [17], the 
hybrid fitness values of the whole population set have to be positive; secondly, the main 
objective of the algorithm is to meet the arbitrary application deadline requirements 
as the top priority, while trying to extend the network lifetime as long as possible. 
Hence, a  is decided as the maximum value that stipulates all fitness{si) > 0, where 
Si G S. Clearly, more advantages are given to the schedule length part during search­
ing when a large a  value is used. However, once the deadline is met, (3 becomes zero 
and the schedule length no longer impacts on the overall fitness value. Therefore, the 
superiority of such a  and ^  combinations is that: The effect of selecting a large alpha 
value only applies to those chromosomes tha t cannot meet the deadline requirement;
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nevertheless, those that can satisfy the deadline are always on top of the solution list 
and can contribute towards extending the network lifetime.
3 .3 .4  IT A S  G  A  o p era tio n s
The ITAS GA operations employ the three standard GA operation steps and an in­
heritance process, which are presented in Fig.3.9. The algorithm repeats itself until 
it reaches the pre-defined maximum number of iterations or if the optimal result is 
achieved. Eventually, the good ‘genes’ (task allocations) are accumulated in the off­
spring chromosomes, whilst the bad ones are eliminated. The best chromosome in the 
last generation is chosen as the final solution. In the following, each step of the ITAS 
G A is presented.
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Figure 3.9: ITAS GA operations
Inheritance
The inheritance process keeps m% of the best chromosomes and direct passes them 
to the next generation. Based on the inheritance rate m, n x m% number of chromo-
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somes listed on top of the ranking table are inherited, where n is the total number of 
chromosomes in the population. The ranking table is formed by the chromosome ID, 
the corresponding SL , N L  and the combined fitness value. At each generation, this 
ranking table is first sorted in a decreasing order of the chromosomes’ fitness values. 
Then, the schedule length of those tha t meet the deadline constraint are moved to 
the top of the table. By this way, chromosomes tha t satisfy the application deadline 
meanwhile having a better fitness value are placed on top of the inheritance list. In 
case none of them in the current population can meet the application deadline, the 
ranking table is resorted in an increasing order based on the schedule length, such that 
the chromosomes with shorter S L  are inherited.
Selection
The selection process selects suitable chromosomes based on their fitness values to  mate 
(crossover). The well known Roulette-Wheel scheme [17] is used, where a solution with 
a better fitness value has a higher probability of selection. Hence, the selection process 
provides an filtering function to select parent chromosomes with the aim of producing 
better solutions for the next generation. N  = pairs of chromosomes in
the current population are selected to reproduce n x ( 1  — m%) new off-springs. The 
pseudocode of selection is illustrated in Algorithm 5.
Crossover
The crossover process is able to generate new chromosomes to form population of the 
next generation. The crossover operation is performed on each selected chromosome 
pair, and single point crossover method is applied which partial swaps task allocation 
information after a randomly selected crossover point. As the sequence of the TSS is 
fixed for each chromosome, the first row of the chromosomes has to remain unchanged 
meanwhile the node ID in the second row are switched over after the crossover point. 
By this way, the purpose of the crossover has been achieved while the logical sequencing 
of tasks in the DAG is still preserved. An example of single point crossover is shown
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A lgorithm  5 Selection Algorithm
Require: a population of n chromosomes
Ensure: total number of N  selected chromosome pairs (Cpair)
1 : /*  initialize Cpair * /
2 : fo r  k =  1 : N d o  
3; tota lSum  = fitness{si)
4; fo r  /c2  — 1 : 2 d o
5: /* select a random number between 0  and totalSum */
6 : SpinNumber =  random (0, totalSum)
7: initialize partial Sum  =  0
8 : fo r  fcg =  1  : n /*  check all n solutions in the population*/ d o
9: partialSum =  partialSum +  fitness(s(/c3 ))
1 0 : /*  the better the fitness value, the higher chance of getting selected * /
11: i f  SpinNumber < partialSum t h e n
1 2 : , selected_C(fc2 ) ks /*  selected chromosome ID*/
13: b r e a k
14: e n d  i f
15: e n d  fo r
16: e n d  fo r
17: Cpair {k) = selected.C
18: e n d  fo r
in Fig.3.10 where the mapped nodes in the second row are switched over after the 
crossover point.
Chromosome {If Chromosome (2)
Parents
1 2 4 5 3 6 7 1 4 5 2 3 6 7
4 2 3 1 3 4 4 .1 2 3, : 2 3 4 4
Offspring
1 2 4 5 3 6 7 2 3 6 7
4 2 3 1- 2 :. 3 4 4 U ' 2 ''3U 1 3 4 4
Crossover Point
Figure 3.10; Example of Crossover
Furthermore, crossover only applies to the original chromosome rather than HC  due to 
the exclusive routing tasks mapping. Therefore, new HC  and HE  need to be generated 
for the offspring in order to calculate their fitness values. Please note tha t the crossover 
may or may not produce better offspring than their parents. However, if both parents 
have good ’genes’, there is a higher probability of producing better survival chromo­
somes.
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M u ta tio n
In order to maintain genetic diversity and reduce the probability of GA to get stuck in a 
local optimum, the m utation process is used to prevent the chromosomes from becoming 
too similar to  each other. Two types of mutation are employed in the ITAS, one is on 
’task allocation’ basis (each chromosome has a probability of 0  to  change a randomly 
selected tasking mapping to another node), the other is on ’chromosome’ basis (each 
chromosome has a probability of ^  being completely replaced by a randomly created 
new chromosome), where (f) is the m utation rate. At the start of ITAS GA operation, 
the first m utation type is implemented, however, if the algorithm performance has not 
improved in cj continuous generations, the second m utation method is used instead of 
the first one until the performance changes.
3 .3 .5  IT A S  e n h a n c e m e n t
In large-scale networks, a purely random initial population generation is not efficient for 
the ITAS convergence speed as unfeasible task allocations may also have been taken into 
account. Therefore, in order to support the scalability of the algorithm, an heuristic 
mechanism to partially guide the initial chromosome creation is proposed, termed as 
the Heuristic inspired Intelligent Task Allocation and Scheduling (HITAS) algorithm. 
HITAS is guided by one basic rules: for any task Ti G T  (except source tasks), the node 
th a t can assign this task to, is randomly selected from a set of candidates which have the 
minimum hop counts (with r  hop margin) to all the predecessor tasks’ hosting nodes. 
The parameter r  is a positive integer which prevents the initial solutions from becoming 
too similar to each other. Through this procedure, collaborations between nodes th a t 
are far away from each other are restricted. Thus the probability of node collaboration 
with expensive multi-hop communication cost is reduced, and only instances with cost- 
effective communication links are offered for the GA evolution to produce optimized 
solutions.
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3.4 Convergency and Com plexity analysis
It is shown tha t G As can be guaranteed to convergence to a global optimum with any- 
specified level of confidence [81], [82]. However, an upper bound for the number of 
generations (iterations) is necessary to ensure the evolution of a GA will halt, and this 
upper bound decreases as the population size increases. The simulation results shown 
in Section 3.5.2, indicates tha t an appropriate value of population size and generation 
limit should be selected, such tha t the algorithm is able to produce a cost-effective 
result under a resealable amount of time.
Regarding algorithm complexity, given a DAG with N tasks and a network with M 
nodes, the complexity of the fitness function is determined by Algorithm 2 , 3, 4. Al­
gorithm 2  has a complexity of 0 (s )  based on the routing algorithm embedded (e.g. if 
dijkstra [80] [83], 0 (s )  =  0{M ^)). The three loops in algorithm 3 can be executed in 
0 {N )  time. Regarding algorithm 4, the inner loop from step 8  to step 17 has another 
‘if condition’ and when this condition is not satisfied, nothing happens as indicated at 
line 15 of algorithm 4. As a m atter of fact, since each task only needs to transm it once, 
the inner loop only occurs N times the total. Hence, the complexity of algorithm 4 is 
0 {N )  rather than 0 { N ‘^ ). Since algorithm 3 and 4 are based on H E  and H C  which are 
the output of algorithm 2, the overall complexity of evaluating a solution is 0 { N  ' s).
Thus, the time complexity of evaluating all feasible matchings has an exponential com­
plexity of (9(AT • £ • M ^ ) .  Therefore, it is not computationally efficient to solve the 
problem by an exhaustive search. However, with genetic algorithm, rather than 
solutions, we only evaluate the total number of popsize solutions with total number of 
gen iterations, (popsize-gen) -whenepopsize is the population size and gen stands for the 
generation limit. Thus the proposed ITAS has a complexity of 0(N 'S-popsize-gen) for 
each iteration, which has a significant improvement in reducing algorithm complexity. 
This complexity if further optimized in Chapter 4 in order to make adaptive solutions 
to dynamic network environments.
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3.5 Simulation results
The performance of the proposed ITAS algorithm is evaluated through simulations with 
randomly created MHWNs and DAGs, as benchmarks for evaluating the effectiveness 
of ITAS, two heuristic algorithms in literature are selected for comparison:
• G reedy  [34]: The Greedy algorithm aggregates most of the processing tasks, and 
assigns them to a single but relatively powerful node. Thus, the Greedy algorithm 
is able to efficiently save communication costs among tasks.
• M T M S  [14]: MTMS is a well-known cross-layer task allocation algorithm for 
multi-hop wireless networks. It performs multi-objective optimization with the 
aim of minimizing the total energy consumption while meeting the user deadline. 
A dynamic weight variable q G [0,0.1, • • • ,1] is used to make trade-offs between 
energy consumption and scheduled time costs. Thus, for each task assignment 
in MTMS, all the nodes in the network are examined by applying every q value, 
and the one with minimum cost is selected. ,
3 .5 .1  S im u la tio n  se tu p
Random DAG is created by matlab biograph object toolbox and is based on three 
parameters: number of tasks, number of source tasks, and number of edges. The 
computation load and communication load for the DAG are adopted from [14], which 
are distributed over [300KCC ±  10%] and [lOOOWs ±  10%], respectively. Examples of 
randomly created DAG are shown in Fig. 3.11.
During simulation, wireless communication bandwidth is set to  250 Kbps based on 
IEEE 802.15.4 standard and the reliable transmission range is set to 30 meters on the 
ISM band. However, different models can also be applied such as IEEE 802.11 with 
a typical 1 Mbps bandwidth. In homogeneous setting, the processing speed for all 
nodes is set to 133 MHz denoted from the Intel Strong Arm 1100 processor with 150 
MIPS, the power consumption Pc is 200 mW [12] and the node residual energy is 2  
kJ. In heterogeneous networks, the normal nodes use the same parameters while the
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(b) DAG consists 30 tasks
Figure 3.11: Examples of randomly created DAG
super nodes are introduced with 206 MHz processing speed by 235 MIPS, the power 
consumption Pc is 400 mW and residual energy is doubled to 4 kJ. In term of parameters 
for GA, m  is 20%, cp is 0.01 [17] [58], and u  is set to 5. r for HITAS is set to 1.
Table 3.1: Simulation performance matrix for ITAS
Param eter Value (D efault) - (Varied)
Application deadline (40) - (20,30,40- • • 80) ms
Number of tasks (20) - (5 ,10 ,15-50)
Number of nodes (10) - (5,10,15- - -40)
Population size (40) - (6,10,14- - - 50)
Generation limit (30) - (5,10,15 -50)
Node heterogeneity ratio (0) - (0,0.1,0.2 - -0.5)
Communication workload (1000) - (400,600,800- - -1600) bits
Since the parameters to generate a random DAG are obtained from MTMS [14], which is 
based on a real-life surveillance example. The following test parameters are determined 
as summarized in Table 3.1 to evaluate the proposed algorithms. Only one parameter 
is changed in each experiment such that any changes in performance would be based 
solely on this parameter. For each experiment, over 400 test runs are given and average 
values are presented.
3 .5 .2  E ffect o f  p o p u la tio n  s ize  & g en era tio n  lim it
Over 400 simulation runs are conducted to investigate the algorithm performance with 
the intent of changing population size and generation limit, respectively. As shown
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Figure 3.12: Effect of changing population size
in Fig.3.1 2 (a), when the population size is small, both ITAS and HITAS cannot meet 
the deadline. However, as it increases to 10, the scheduled task execution time of 
both ITAS and HITAS immediately drops. After they meet the deadline constraint, 
the curves ffuctuate as the population size further increases. The reason for this is 
because a larger population size evaluates more solutions for a GA process. Therefore, 
an improvement in reducing the schedule length can be observed. However, when the 
deadline is met, the fitness function has no further impact on solution’s fitness value 
any more. Hence, S L  varies, however it is always below the deadline constraint. A 
decrease of network lifetime can be noticed in Fig.3.1 2 (b). This is because the fitness 
function takes meeting the deadline as its first priority. Therefore, it sacrifices the N L  
in order to meet the schedule deadline. Furthermore, in Fig.3.1 2 (b) and 3.13(b), it can 
be observed that the network lifetime boosts by increasing of the population number
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Figure 3.13: Effect of changing generation limit
and generation limit, however, the algorithm runtime also goes up in a linear fashion. 
This is an expected behavior as the larger value of population size and generation limit, 
the more solutions a GA searches. Thus, it should produce better results. Although 
HITAS has an heuristic process to guide the initial population generation compared 
to ITAS, they have approximately the same algorithm runtime as the population size 
and generation limit dominate the overall complexity of both algorithms. Furthermore, 
HITAS performs better than ITAS when the population size and generation limit are 
low, while the performance of ITAS catches up quickly with HITAS. This is because the 
larger value of population size and generation limit, the closer the algorithms approach 
to the optimal solution. Hence, the effect of initial intelligence added to the HITAS
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algorithm becomes less effective. In addition, by increasing the population size and 
generation limit, the performance improvements of the algorithms are not proportional 
to the rapidly increasing algorithm runtime. Therefore, having a very large population 
size and generation limit is also unproductive where the same point could be repeatedly 
searched. Hence, suitable population size (40) and generation limit (30) values are used 
in the following experiments, as greater numbers than those have little impact on the 
results.
3.5.3 Effect of altering application deadlines
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Figure 3.14: Effect of changing application deadline
In this section, experiments were conducted to investigate the algorithm performance 
with the intend of changing the application deadlines, and all other parameters are
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set to the default value in Table 3.1. As seen in Fig.3.14(a), ITAS and HITAS are 
more adaptive to meet the latency constraints as they follow the deadline much closer 
compared with other algorithms. Meanwhile the Greedy algorithm misses most of the 
test runs with deadline setting less than 45ms. This is because Greedy allocates most 
of the tasks on a focal node, causing it to become the processing bottleneck. For the 
same reason, the unbalanced task assignment also overloads the %ot spot’ node and 
consequently causes a notably short network lifetime. On the other hand, MTMS, 
ITAS and HITAS promote distributed processing and node collaboration. However, 
MTMS cannot guarantee the current local optimal mapping is also the best choice 
for the global optimal. An interesting observation can be found in Fig.3.14(a) that 
the shortest schedule length of MTMS can achieve should be less than 40ms, but it 
missed almost 89% of the test instances when the deadline is actually set to 40ms. 
By further observing in Fig.3.14(a) and Fig.3.14(c), when the deadline constraint is 
relaxed, HITAS and ITAS achieve significant lifetime improvements as the possibility 
of workload sharing is increased.
3 .5 .4  Im p a c t o f  ch an g in g  th e  n u m b er o f  ta sk s
In this section, the total task number of the DAGs is varied to observe the impact 
on the algorithms’ performance with increasing workloads. As shown in Fig.3.15(a), 
Greedy has the highest task execution time compared with the other algorithms. Al­
ternatively, MTMS, ITAS and HITAS assign tasks on different nodes to  speed up 
execution as well as share the overall work capacity amongst the collaboration nodes. 
However, distributing more tasks inevitably leads to more communication interactions 
among nodes. Thus the network lifetime of MTMS, ITAS and HITAS decrease much 
faster than Greedy by increasing the overall workload proportionally, as illustrated in 
Fig.3.15(c). Nevertheless, they still outperform the Greedy method. ITAS and HITAS 
initially have a longer network lifetime compared with MTMS. However, MTMS has 
the best performance of network lifetime when the DAG has more than 40 tasks. This 
is due to the fact tha t ITAS and HITAS always treat meeting the application dead­
line is the top priority, even though the solution has to suffer relatively short network 
lifetime. Therefore, as seen from Fig.3.15(a) and Fig.3.15(b), MTMS misses 70% of
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Figure 3.15: Impact of the number of tasks
the deadlines when the task number increases to 20, and more than 95% when the 
task number rises to 30. In c o n t r a s t ,  HITAS is more competent in guaranteeing the 
application deadline, where 80% of the testing scenarios achieve a 0 % deadline miss 
ratio and only has about 40% deadline misses when the task number increases to 50. 
In addition Fig.3.15(d) shows that MTMS has a more complex algorithm increment 
as compared to ITAS and HITAS as its algorithm increases rapidly when the number 
of tasks increases. In addition, lower complexity of ITAS and HITAS can be a c h ie v e d  
by reducing the population size and generation limit as they both show performance 
margins for these tests.
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Figure 3.16; Effect of changing the number of nodes 
3 .5 .5  I m p a c t  o f  c h a n g in g  th e  n u m b e r  o f  n o d e s
In this section, simulations are run on randomly created networks formed by 5 to 40 
nodes and the results are shown in Fig.3.16. As the Greedy algorithm aggregates most 
of the tasks, only a slight increase of the schedule length is observed when the node 
number increases. However, the hot-spot problem can cause relatively long delays 
and short network lifetime. The performance of MTMS in terms of schedule length 
is dramatically affected by an increase in the node number due to complex multi-hop 
communication. Fig.3.16(b) demonstrates that the MTMS has 100% deadline miss 
ratio when the network has more than 15 nodes. In contrast, ITAS and HITAS are 
able to adapt to a larger network size. When more nodes join the network, HITAS
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and ITAS attem pt to involve more of these newly added nodes in order to balance the 
energy consumption subject to the deadline requirements. Therefore, their network 
lifetime increases dramatically as seen in Fig.3.16(c). However, the network lifetime 
step increment is decreasing when the network size increases linearly. This decrease 
stems from fact tha t the search space becomes bigger with a larger number of nodes 
while the population size and generation limit of the algorithm remain the same. Thus, 
better performance would be expected for HITAS and ITAS with larger population 
size and generation limit, although the algorithm complexity would increase as the 
tradeoff (Fig.3.16(d)). Furthermore, as ITAS considers all the nodes equally, while 
HITAS selects a proper range of nodes as initial candidates. HITAS demonstrates a 
better capability in meeting the deadline with more nodes in the network.
3 .5 .6  Im p a ct o f  h e te r o g e n e it ie s
To evaluate the proposed solutions in heterogeneous networks, a new type of super node 
is introduced to the network, which has almost twice the processing speed as well as 
doubled battery energies compared to the ordinary nodes. The super node ratio in the 
network is varied from 0 to 50% among the total number of nodes, and 400 test runs 
were conducted for each scenario. Since the Greedy algorithm always chooses the most 
powerful node in the network to execute most of the tasks in a real case, we arbitrarily 
set the focal node in the Greedy algorithm as one of the super nodes. In addition, 
as the nodes become more powerful compared with our previous tests, we change the 
default deadline to  25ms to observe how the algorithms can utilize the super node 
in order to meet such a strict deadline. As shown in Fig.3.17, the Greedy algorithm 
has a remarkable performance enhancement when the ‘hot-spot’ node becomes the 
powerful super node compared to the homogeneous scenario. However, no further 
improvements were observed for the Greedy algorithm as more super node joins in. 
On the other hand, the other algorithms attem pt to have more collaborations among 
the super nodes to boost their performances. Nevertheless, MTMS suffered from its 
step-by-step optimization method which could be greatly affected by the multi-hop 
communication. The behavior of MTMS is relatively poor in terms of scheduled task 
execution time with tightened deadline constraint. In contrast, ITAS and HITAS can
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Figure 3.17: Effect of changing the super node ratio
still satisfy the deadline meanwhile have a longer network lifetime compared to MTMS 
and Greedy. Furthermore, ITAS has a better performance than HITAS in e x t e n d i n g  
the network lifetime as seen in Fig.3.17(c). This is due to the reason that ITAS has 
a higher probability of involving more nodes for distributed processing compared with 
HITAS. Hence, ITAS has a better chance of discovering the super nodes. Nevertheless, 
HITAS still has the lowest deadline miss ratio than the other algorithms.
3 .5 .7  E ffect o f  a lter in g  th e  co m m u n ica tio n  load
The Communication to Computation load Ratio (CCR) in the DAC may affect the 
performance of the algorithms. In this section, CCR is a parameter indicating the ratio
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Figure 3.18: Effect of changing the CCR
of average energy consumption of the communication events to that of the computation 
activities. Based on the default parameter settings, by changing the average communi­
cation load between [400,1600] bits with a fixed average computation load of 300KCC, 
gives an average CCR value varies between [0.6, 2.4].
As shown in Fig.3.18, when the communication load and CCR increase, network lifetime 
decreases for most of the algorithms. This is because the overall workload of the DAG 
increases. However, compared to the other algorithms, the Greedy algorithm shows 
much less performance degradation with the effect of the increasing of communication 
load. The robustness of the Greedy algorithm against rising communication load is 
grounded on the fact that Greedy gathers most of the tasks on the same node, then 
communication events among tasks have been reduced. On the other hand, the increase
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of CCR has a significant impact on the task execution time of MTMS as seen in 
Fig.3.18(a). The reason for this is because MTMS has a poor capability to avoid 
potential communication delays in a complex multi-hop communication environment. 
In contrast, although the performances of HITAS and ITAS are also affected by the 
CCR, they still performance the best in terms of extending the network lifetime while 
providing deadline guarantees.
3 .5 .8  S im u la to r  grap h ica l resu lts
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Figure 3.19: Screen snapshot of the simulator
Different from the results in sections above, a task allocation simulator is developed 
to provide visualized task deployments and graphical results as seen in Fig.3.19. In 
Fig.3.20, some graphical results from the simulator are illustrated. Fig.3.20(a) and 
Fig.3.20(b) show the graphical display of the task deployment, where the small numbers 
around each node are the tasks assigned to that node, and the highlighted links are 
the active communication links; Furthermore, Fig.3.20(c) and Fig.3.20(d) show the 
interesting results of workload balancing. The dots at the corresponding location of the 
nodes represent their energy consumptions which include both computation and multi­
hop communication events. The bigger the dot size is, the more energy it consumes. 
Thus, a significant difference in dot size means poor workload balancing among nodes.
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3.6 Chapter Conclusion
System performance in Multi-hop Wireless Networks (MHWNs) like latency and net­
work lifetime is greatly affected by how various application tasks are mapped to the 
processing nodes in the network. Parallel processing among collaborative nodes can 
greatly improve the system efficiency yet it becomes a challenging problem when ac­
commodating the multi-hop communication aspects at the same time. This chapter 
shows that a Genetic Algorithm (GA) based evolutionary method provides a promising 
way to solve this dilemma. The proposed Intelligent Task Allocation and Schedul­
ing (ITAS) algorithm explicitly considers multi-hop communication cost and enables 
parallel processing among nodes with cost-effective communication links. A multi­
cast aware multi-hop extension process is proposed to avoid redundant transmissions 
between nodes, which helps to save bandwidth and energy, extending the network life­
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time, and reduces latency. A hybrid fitness function is further applied to meet multiple 
design requirements. ITAS is able to extend the network lifetime by balancing the en­
ergy consumption among collaborative nodes, meanwhile guaranteing the application 
QoS requirements (delays) through possible parallel processing. Simulation results 
demonstrate significant performance improvements in different MHWN deployments 
compared with existing algorithms.
In this chapter, although ITAS shows its advantages in multi-hop task allocation and 
scheduling, only static network condition is considered. Nevertheless, a realistic MHWN 
environment often consists dynamic elements such as node mobility, node failure, and 
dynamic communication topology. Hence, a further investigation of task allocation and 
scheduling system in dynamic MHWNs is conducted in next chapter.
Chapter 4
Dynam ic Task A llocation w ith  
m obile nodes
Based on the proposed ITAS algorithm, in this chapter, network dynamicity is further 
brought to the table. Since in a dynamic Multi-Hop Wireless Networks (MHWN), 
node mobility and failure events can easily cause an optimized task allocation solution 
to become invalid, a complete re-run of the optimization algorithm from the scratch 
is not computationally efficient. Hence, this chapter aims to  address the dynamic 
task reallocation problem in MHWNs with the presence of node mobility [84] and 
node failure events. By taking both multi-hop wireless communication and network 
dynamics into account, the main objective is to minimize the frequency of instances 
when an application misses an arbitrarily set deadline {deadline miss ratio), while also 
extending network lifetime by balancing node energy consumption levels in the network.
4.1 Introduction
The growing need to support high performance applications in Multi-Hop Wireless 
Networks (MHWN) [8 ] while coping with limited node capabilities [7] highlights the 
necessity of resource sharing and node collaboration [10] [24] [2 2 ]. A computationally 
demanding program can be divided into smaller tasks, which are then intelligently as­
signed to a set of nodes in order to efficiently use available network resources. For
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example, in a multi-player gaming scenario tha t involves heterogeneous portable wire­
less devices (e.g. smart phones, tablets), a device with a slow processor may easily 
become a processing bottleneck and cause serious delays. One solution to this problem 
is to enable parallel processing by offloading some of the computational tasks of such 
a device to the neighbouring nodes. However, multi-hop wireless communications to 
exchange information among tasks also incur additional costs. Hence, task allocation 
algorithms are required to strike the balance between computation and communication 
costs.
An ideal task allocation solution to a real-time application is to apply time-critical 
tasks to those nodes tha t can complete the tasks in the shortest amount of time. 
However, in order to prolong network lifetime, the limited node energy resources must 
be conserved [9] and ideally balanced throughout the network [12]. Therefore, selecting 
nodes solely based on their task execution time may not be the best task allocation 
strategy as nodes may suffer under high data processing or communication load. In 
short, one of the challenges of task allocation and scheduling is to address this time- 
energy tradeoff to provide a balanced solution between QoS requirements and network 
lifetime.
In addition, network dynamicity causes more problems to a task allocation system. 
When a critical node leaves the network or a sudden node failure occurs, serious con­
sequences like network service disruption can happen. In such cases, control messages 
are exchanged among nodes in order to isolate the faulty ones and detect the affected 
tasks tha t need to be immediately reallocated to other suitable nodes. Furthermore, 
stochastic movements of a node might change its link costs or cause interference on its 
neighbours. This implies tha t the effectiveness of a fixed task allocation solution may 
degrade and eventually become invalid if there is no update for the solution based on 
the latest network conditions. On the other hand, the simplest reaction to a change 
of the environment is to regard each change as the arrival of a new task allocation 
problem th a t has to be solved from scratch by re-running the allocation algorithm. 
W hen time and resources are sufficient, this is certainly a feasible approach. However, 
due to the sophisticated MHWN topology, assessments of finding a qualified solution 
are often computationally time consuming, especially for situations tha t require robust
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answers in order to  quickly adapt to a dynamic environment. Hence, an explicit restart 
approach is not affordable. In contrast, a simple and fast algorithm runs the risk of 
providing low-qualified solutions.
Since evaluation algorithms like Genetic Algorithm (GA) [17] are shown to be more 
efficient than heuristic based approaches when applied to task allocation and schedul­
ing [18], [19]. Furthermore, G As have proven to be efficient and robust for dynamic 
optimization problems [20]. By learning and transferring empirical search knowledge, 
a GA can quickly offer adaptations for new network conditions. Hence, in this study, a 
GA based evolutionary task allocation and scheduling system is developed to  meet the 
design requirements.
4.2 The dynamic task allocation problem
4 .2 .1  D y n a m ic  n etw o rk  m o d e l
The same application model is applied as described in Section.2.1.1, where a Directed 
Acyclic Graph (DAG) G =  (T, E) presents processing tasks and their communication 
dependencies. The application can iteratively execute the DAG and a round is defined 
as the time period of a DAG execution cycle.
The network consists a to tal number of M  heterogeneous nodes V  = {vi,V 2 , • • • ,vm }  
th a t are randomly deployed and are connected via multi-hop links. Heterogeneous node 
types mainly refer to different processing speeds and battery energy levels, while the 
radio capabilities are considered to be identical. A non-preemptive scheduling policy 
is applied so tha t only one job can be processed at each node at a time. Nodes are 
assumed to be synchronized. Furthermore, in order to perform scheduled multi-hop 
communication, a bandwidth reservation mechanism is used such as a TDMA-based 
MAC protocol [31], [85]. Unless specified, each task is assumed to be executable at 
every node.
Different from Chapter 3, network dynamics are added in this network model which 
are governed by two aspects: 1) A random waypoint mobility model is considered, in
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which each node has a probability Pmove to move at a random direction with a random 
pedestrian speed of I'move in each round, 2) Each node has an exponential distribution 
[41] of failure probability pf(t )  = l  — where A is the average node failure rate in 
the time interval [0,t]. Hence, the number of communication links in the network may 
vary over time due to these random changes. However, each node has regular gossip 
message exchanges with its neighbours and periodically reports its own neighbour list to 
a central network controller (gateway). Based on the collected information, the network 
link topology L is formed and updated periodically. A dedicated control channel is used 
for signalling purposes and the energy consumption of control overhead is monitored 
and included in the total cost.
4 .2 .2  T ask  r ea llo ca tio n  co n stra in t
Since the proposed task allocation algorithm runs at the gateway node, the algorithm 
runtime {K) is determined by the algorithm’s complexity and the gateway’s processing 
capability. In static networks, a high-cost algorithm can work perfectly well as an off­
line solution. However, the value of K  is critical in dynamic environments as algorithms 
running in such networks have to quickly modify their optimization parameters in order 
to adapt to changing conditions. Hence, complex algorithms tha t require a large value 
of K  are likely to produce outdated solutions in dynamic environments.
Most of the studies in the literature assume a relatively powerful gateway to complete 
the task reallocation in time [19], [14]. However, such an assumption is impractical and 
hinders their applicability in embedded systems tha t are usually constrained by limited 
resources. Thus, based on real-life scenarios, the processing capability of a gateway 
device is constrained in this paper, and the effectiveness of the algorithm is evaluated 
with K . Obviously, the larger K  is, the longer time it takes to reassign a new allocation 
to the network. On the other hand, a smaller value of K  may have a faster adaptation 
to network dynamics, but the system requires considerable hardware speed or using 
fast algorithms (e.g. [34]) tha t may only provide low-quality results. These trade-offs 
are further exploited in Section 4.3.6.
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4 .2 .3  P r o b le m  s ta te m e n t
Three problems are considered in this paper. 1 ) Extending the network lifetime and 
reducing task execution latency are two profound requirements in MHWNs. However, 
they are often conflicting objectives. A node tha t provides a task with the earliest finish 
time may not be an ideal candidate for energy saving and load balancing purposes. 2 ) 
Parallel processing of tasks at collaborative nodes can greatly improve system efficiency 
yet it is challenging when multi-hop communication aspects are considered. Hence, 
different computational costs over a distributed heterogeneous multi-processor system 
and different multi-hop communication costs among nodes at different communication 
hop distances should be carefully considered. 3) Node mobility and node failure events 
further complicate the problem. The optimized task allocation solution may become 
invalid when such events occur. Reassigning the affected tasks can only serve as a 
temporary solution, but a re-optimization is required based on new network conditions. 
Nevertheless, due to the problem complexity, a complete re-run of the algorithm is very 
costly and may not be affordable.
4 .2 .4  D e s ig n  o b je c t iv e s
Based on the information presented in the previous sections, a summary of design 
objectives are shown in Fig.4.1. Since we aim to maximize network lifetime whilst min­
imizing the deadline miss ratio, our objective function to find a solution s is formulated 
as:
m a x{N L (s),s  € total searching space}
subject to : SL{s) < t d e a d l i n e ,  (4.1)
where Schedule Length (SL) is defined as a DAG’s execution time. Thus, in order to 
minimize the deadline miss ratio, SL must meet the user deadline constraint { t d e a d l i n e ) - 
On the other hand, NL stands for the expected network lifetime by applying the task 
allocation scheme, which is defined as the time period until the first node fails due to 
energy depletion. Thus, in order to extend NL, not only an energy conservation design
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G iven;
1 . An application G
2. A heterogeneous MHWN with
(a) Node mobility and random node failure events
(b) Different node capabilities: energy, processing speed
3. Energy model and cost functions
4. An arbitrary user deadline tdeadline
5. Gateway processor speed.
Do:
1. Perform task allocation and reallocation
2 . Schedule the computation and communication events
Such th a t:
1. The objective function 4.1 is satisfied
2. Network dynamics are considered
Figure 4.1: Design objectives
is desirable but also a balanced energy consumption is required.
In the following sections, how the dynamic allocation problem can be solved using the 
proposed Dynamic Task Allocation and Scheduling (DTAS) framework is presented.
4.3 The Dynam ic Task Allocation and Scheduling system  
(DTAS)
As mentioned in Section 4.2.3, due to its complexity, the static task allocation problem 
in MHWNs has already been shown to be NP-hard [14]. Therefore, in DTAS, this com­
plexity is reduced by eliminating unfeasible or inefficient solutions to enumerate only 
those tha t have the potential to improve the objective function. Nevertheless, network 
dynamics further complicate the problem. Node mobility and failure events can easily 
cause the optimized task allocation solution to become invalid, and a complete re-run 
of the optimization algorithm from scratch is not computationally efficient. Hence, we
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further propose the use of a Fast Task Recovery Algorithm (FTRA), a Self-Learning 
Process (SLP), and a Task Reallocation Decision Maker (TRDM) to address this dy­
namic task allocation problem. FTRA is a low-complexity and event-based operator, 
which is able to quickly perform immediate task reallocation when node or link failure 
events take place. SLP is a GA based periodic system updater which performs parallel 
optimization on the selected task allocation solutions. Finally, TRDM interacts with 
all system components and makes task reallocation decisions based on different network 
conditions. In the following section, we first present the DTAS framework as seen in 
Fig.4.2, and then describe each system component in detail.
4 .3 .1  T h e  D T A S  fram ew ork
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Figure 4.2: The dynamic task allocation framework
In order to provide the user with the required QoS and to minimize the deadline miss 
ratio, the gateway node maintains a feasible solution space which contains a set of 
selected solution mappings S  =  (si ,S2 ,-- - ,Sn). It serves two purposes: 1 ) It is a 
backup system that can quickly react to system changes. 2) It provides an empirical 
data history used to train existing solutions and improve future system performance. 
When an application arrives, the solution space (5) is first initialized, and then it is 
dynamically updated by DTAS system components.
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As seen in Fig.4.2, based on the current network condition, TRDM picks up the best 
solution s* £ S  and passes it to the Action Manager, which then performs task reallo­
cation in the network. A node and a communication link that are assigned with tasks 
by s* are named as an active node {va) and an active link (Zo), respectively. In the 
event of an active node or link failure, which affects the current allocation, an alter­
native best-fit solution existing in the solution space can immediately be invoked by 
TRDM. However, if no valid solution is found, TRDM asks FTRA to quickly provide 
alternative solutions.
Apart from TRDM and FTRA, SLP is developed to continuously evolve all solutions 
stored in S, which runs in the system background to produce better solutions and to 
periodically renew the feasible solution space during runtime. Furthermore, the size 
of the solution space is adjusted by an adaptive window size, which virtually controls 
the time period taken to renew S  and creates adaptive solutions according to network 
dynamics and the processing capability of the gateway device. We further describe the 
solution initialization and each system component in the following sections.
4 .3 .2  S o lu tio n  sp a ce  in it ia liz a tio n
W ith the aim of providing a good system start-up, the initialization of the solution space 
is guided by a multi-heuristic approach tha t generates a variety of feasible and near 
optimal solutions. The majority of the initial solution space S  is created by a minimum  
hop count approach, while the rest is generated by other heuristics such as random and 
greedy assignment mechanisms. The basic principle of minimum hop count heuristic 
is to restrict but not forbid collaborations between nodes that are far away from each 
other. In this way, the probability of having high-cost multi-hop communication among 
nodes is reduced. Hence, the created chromosomes have a higher chance of being used 
in an optimal solution, which significantly increases search efficiency. On the other 
hand, the random assignment randomly allocates tasks to the nodes in the network, 
and the greedy algorithm aggregates tasks and assign them to a single but relatively 
powerful node in order to reduce communication costs. Although random and greedy 
algorithms may only produce sub-optimal or low quality solutions on their own, their
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complementary use in a multi-heuristic scheme provides some level of diversity to the 
initial solution space, which prevents S  from getting trapped in a local optimum.
In a task graph G, the set of a task T ’s predecessor tasks is represented as Tpre, and the 
nodes tha t Tpre is assigned to are named as T^ r-e- If a task does not have any predecessor 
tasks, then it is called a source task. The assignment of the source tasks may depend on 
the application. For instance, in wireless sensor networks, sensing tasks are source tasks 
which might be fixed at some nodes with particular sensors. However, successor tasks 
are assumed to be processed on any node in the network. The minimum hop count 
algorithm then is used to  assign the successor tasks with cost-effective allocations. The 
pseudo code of the minimum hop count algorithm is presented in Algorithm 6 , which 
finds a node Node(T) to allocate task T.
A lg o rith m  6  The minimum hop count algorithm
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for each T  € G based on a TSS do 
initialize candidate 
if  Tpre = 0  th e n
Assign the source task 
else
find all Tpre’s Vpre nodes 
initialize T H C  
for each node Vi e V  do  
for each Vj E Vpre do 
TH C i  f -  TH C i  -L HGli  
en d  for 
end  for 
e n d  if
for each node G F  do  
if  THGi < m m{THG)  +  rj th e n  
candidate 4—  Vi 
end  if 
en d  for
/*  randomly select a Node to assign T among candidate */ 
Node(T) = rand{candidate) 
en d  for
In order to reduce the chance of high-cost multi-hop communication, the candidates 
for assigning task T  are chosen among the nodes tha t have the minimum Total Hop 
Count (THC) to Vpre- Therefore, at line 1 0  of Algorithm 1 , based on the network link 
topology L, the communication Hop Count {HCv( ) from a node Vi to a predecessor node
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Vj e  Vpre is obtained. After that, for each node n* G F , THC from vi to all predecessor 
nodes of T (Vpre) can be calculated as seen in algorithm steps 8-12. Eventually, those 
nodes that are within the range of vniniTHC) 4- 77 are selected as candidates, and the 
final node is randomly picked among these candidates, rj is used to have a range of 
candidate node set, which provides robustness to the solution spaces and prevents local 
optimal solutions.
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Figure 4.3: Minimum hop count candidate selection
An example of the minimum hop count algorithm is shown in Fig.4.3. Ti, T2 , and T3 
have already been assigned to %, %, and vq, respectively. Hence, our goal is to allocate 
T4  to a suitable node. If we assign T4  to v\, the Hop Count (He) from Ti to T4  is 
f fC g  =  1. Similarly, the He from T2 and T3 to T4  can be obtained as HCf,^ — 4 and 
HC))f = 4, respectively. By summing all the 3 Hcs, we have T H C {v 2 ,v^,vq -A vi) =  9. 
The table in Fig.4.3(a) shows that assigning 7 4  to U4  has the minimum H T C  compared 
to other nodes. When 77 =  1, the the candidate set is {773, U4 , %, uç}.
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Note that, if we set rj to zero and only choose the node with the minimum THC., the 
algorithm becomes deterministic. As a result, the solution space loses its robustness, 
and the final solution might be trapped at a local optimum. We use another example 
to demonstrate this. The DAG now includes 6  tasks as shown in Fig.4.3(b). The 
precondition of assigning Ti, and Tg to V2 , %, and vq, is the same as in Fig.4.3(a). 
However, if 77 =  0, the assignment of T4 , T5 , Tq can be found in C  of Fig.4.3(b). V2 is 
directly chosen for T4  with zero THC., and then T5  is allocated to V4 with m in{TH C ) — 
4. Finally, Tq can be assigned to either V2 or ug or U4  with the same m in{TH C ) — 2 , 
and the total cost of hop count reaches 6 . In contrast, if we assign T4 , T5 , and Tq to U4  
as shown in Fig.4.3(c), we get a better result. Therefore, in complicated scenarios with 
more tasks and various edge costs (e^), set 77 to 0  may not lead to the global optimum. 
Thus, the purpose of the minimum hop count algorithm is to eliminate inefficient or 
high-cost solutions and produce candidates that are more likely to become the optimal 
solution. A further optimization among these candidates to create the best solution s* 
is performed by the SLP described in the next section.
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Figure 4.4: The SLP learning curve
In a slowly changing dynamic environment, a lot can be gained in creating a new 
solution by transferring the previous allocation information as a benchmark point. 
Hence, SLP is developed based on a GA, which performs solution optimization and 
updates S' in order to meet the user deadline while extending the network lifetime. It 
is a daemon process continuously operating in the system background. Hence, SLP
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evolves the solutions stored in the solution space S  and creates new allocations in every 
time period of K  to achieve better system performance, as illustrated in Fig.4.4. To 
reduce the algorithm complexity and system response delay, only one GA generation 
is performed in each iteration. Details of SLP GA are presented in Section 4.3.7.
4.3.4 The Fast Task Recovery Algorithm (FTRA)
The main objective of the FTRA algorithm is to correct biased allocations caused by 
any node failure (uy) or link failure (If) events. We consider two possible cases of node 
failure: 1 ) Permanent node failure, 2 ) Loss of node connection to the network due to 
mobility.
A lg o rith m  7 The FTRA algorithm 
R eq u ire : C, F, u/, L 
E n su re : new iJC, HE 
1 : /*  Detect defected task allocation Tdefect */ 
for each node u* € C do 
i i  Vi e v f  th e n
mark all T  assigned on Vi as Tdefect 
/*  fix node failure */ 
for each T  G Tdefect do6
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
find all Vpre for T  
if  Vpre = 0  th e n
/*  reallocation of source tasks */ 
find Ui’s one-hop neighbours in L 
NodeiT) = rand(one-hop neighbours) 
else
NodeiT) = m in im um  hop count(vi to Vpre) 
en d  if
C  4 - A ode(T) 
end  for 
en d  if  
end  for
/*  fix possible link failure: redo multi-hop extension process */ 
C = >  HC, F  = >  HE
The FTRA algorithm is shown in Algorithm 7. When a node u* in C  fails (appears 
in the set of failed nodes u /, line 3), its tasks have to be reallocated. If any T  G 
Tdefect is a source task (line 8 ), then FRTA randomly assigns this task to one of the 
neighbours. Otherwise, the minimum hop count algorithm (line 13) is used to choose
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the replacement node, r] can be set to 0  this time, since the purpose of embedding the 
minimum hop count algorithm in FTRA is to quickly find an alternative sub-optimal 
solution rather than providing diversities to the solution space S.
In case of link failures (line 19), we simply use the updated network link topology L, 
and redo the multi-hop extension process for any failed links. FTRA only considers 
reallocation of tasks caused by node or link failure events, but does not seek the global 
optimum of the solutions, which is the job of SLP. TRDM, which is explained next, is 
used to realize seamless collaboration and interaction between FTRA and SLP.
4 .3 .5  T h e  T ask R ea llo ca tio n  D ec is io n  M aker (T R D M )
Solution Space 
Initialization
NetworkNo Require urgent 
task 
reallocation ?
Yes
Yes Yes
Action
ManagerFound?
No
FTRA Update all
Output 1 solution
SLP
Figure 4.5: TRDM function flowchart
The key function of TRDM is to continuously update the current solution space with 
FTRA, and to produce new offsprings by SLP that are able to achieve a tirne-eiiergy 
balance. TRDM makes different decisions upon receiving different network feedbacks: 
1 ) Periodic reports, 2 ) Event trigged reports on active node or link failure events.
1 . Periodic  reports:  If there is no node failure or link failure events occur (vf
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0 U /y =  0) or there exist node failure or link failure events but they are not part of the 
active nodes and links (vaCWf = 0  and l a ^ l f  = 0 ), task reassignment is not a must. 
Although in this case network changes do not affect s*, regular reports are still sent to 
the gateway and the system works in the background to exploit potential task allocation 
solutions with better performance. During this report phase, all nodes first broadcast 
a self-announcement message MY-ID_MSG, and any node within the communication 
range receiving this message then adds the sender ID to its neighbour list. After that, 
a REPORT-MSG  which contains each node’s neighbour list and its residual battery 
energy is sent to the gateway. Hence, new network link topology L can be formed 
based on the received neighbour list information, and node battery energy R^ is used 
to re-calculate N L  hy Equation (2 ) in order to make balanced energy consumption 
solutions. The frequency of periodic reports is decided by the algorithm runtime K.
Upon receiving all node reports, TRDM first asks FTRA to examine all existing so­
lutions 8 e S. Although Vf and If do not affect s* in this case, they may influence 
the other solutions stored in S. Hence, FTRA is used to identify any affected alloca­
tions and reallocate these tasks. Once this step is finished, SLP is called. If a better 
solution (snew) has been created by SLP compared to s*, the TRDM selects the new 
solution 8* = 8new and passes it to the Action Manager for a task reallocation. An 
ASSIGN-TASK-MSG  message with new schedules is sent from the gateway to the 
nodes used in g*, and a TASK-RELEASE-MSG  message is also delivered to release 
any reallocated tasks from their previous execution nodes.
2 . E v e n t  trigged reports:  This type of reports is sat when a network change affects 
the current assignment s* e.g. one or more active node or link failures happen (vaOvf ^  
0 or laHlf In such cases an urgent task reallocation is required. The gateway node 
is first alerted by the neighbouring nodes around the failure event, then it broadcasts 
a NEED-REPORT-MSG message. Upon receiving this message, each node in the 
network sends a REPORT-MSG  message to the gateway such tha t a reallocated solution 
can be created based on the updated network information. In order to reduce the delay 
of this task recovery process, TRDM first searches any valid mappings in the existing 
solution space. The available best-fit solution Syalid is chosen and passed to the Action 
Manager for immediate reallocation. The selection of Syalid is based on a ranking table
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tha t records each solution’s performance profile, where s* is usually the one listed at 
the top of this table. Hence, Syaiid can be determined by choosing the second best in 
the ranking table, which is not affected by uy and If. Details of the ranking table is 
provided in Section 3.3.4. However, if no Syaiid is found, FTRA quickly produces a valid 
solution for the Action Manager. After TRDM recovers normal network functionality, 
the rest of the solution space is also examined and updated by FTRA, and then S  is 
further optimized by SLP to meet the design objectives.
4 .3 .6  A d a p tiv e  w in d o w  s ize
A complex algorithm with a long runtime is not suitable for an embedded system with 
low processing capability and highly dynamic network conditions. Hence, in dynamic 
MHWNs, the algorithm runtime in seeking the optimal solution needs to be controlled 
such tha t the frequency of renewing the task allocation solution can adapt to  changing 
network conditions.
A GA based approach is able to make tradeoffs between algorithm complexity and per­
formance by simply tuning the population size. Hence, in DTAS, an adaptive window 
size n is defined to adjust the size of the solution space, which acts essentially as a 
complexity-performance handle. A larger value of n  increases the algorithm runtime 
K, but has a higher probability of offering better solutions to meet the design objec­
tives. In contrast, a small value of n  provides a short algorithm response time with 
sub-optimal results, which may be suitable for frequently changing networks. Thus, a 
proper value of n  should be chosen. A summary of characteristics of the window size 
n  is shown in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1: Characteristics of the window size n
C h a ra c te r is tic s Sm all n L arge  n
Algorithm complexity low high
Result quality poor good
Reallocation time/delay short long
Adaptation to network dynamics good poor
Required gateway processing speed slow fast
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4 .3 .7  D T A S  so lu tio n  se le c t io n  an d  e v o lu tio n
In this section, the multi-objective optimization for each solution s is presented in 
order to meet the design objectives, and then a brief of GA optimization processes is 
provided.
D evelopm ent o f a hybrid fitness function
In G As, a solution is judged by its fitness value which represents how well a solution can 
meet the design objective. The higher fitness value a solution has, the higher probability 
the solution is to be selected as the best solution. Since, we aim to extend network 
lifetime (NL) while keeping the schedule length (SL) less than the user deadline tdeadline, 
a hybrid fitness function is defined in Equation (4.2) to combine the two parameters 
into one fitness value such that the GA operators can be applied in the later stages.
fi tness{s) = — -  a x
m ax{N L(S))  m ax{SL(S))  ’
0 , SL/(s) ^  d e a d l i n e
CK =  { , (4.2)
m a x { N L { S ) )  ’ SL{s) > t d e a d l i n e
where a candidate solution’s network lifetime NL{s)  and schedule length SL{s)  are 
normalized by the corresponding maximum value in the solution space S. The reason 
of normalization is to  obtain fi tness{s)  as a scalar value and to make the numerical 
value of N L  and S L  comparable to each other, a  is a tuning parameter tha t provides a 
weight between the two fitness parameters. If the schedule length meets the deadline, 
a  becomes zero. Otherwise, penalties are added to the overall fitness value, which 
consequently decreases the survival probability of a solution s. Furthermore, as the 
selection mechanism used in GA requires all fitness values to be non-negative numbers, 
we have
- g x  > 0
m ax{NL{S)) max[SL{S)) , .
N L (s) max{SL{S))   ^ ^
^  ~  m ax{NL{S)) SL{s)
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We set SL(s) = max{SL{S))  and NL(s)  =  m in{NL{S)),  which provide the lower 
bound for Equation 4.3 and guarantee all fi tness(s)  > 0. Hence, a  is finally cho­
sen as ^ax{N^L{S)) • "^^ter acquired the combined fitness value f i tness(s),  a ranking 
table records each chromosome’s calculated N L , SL, as well as f i tness(s),  such that 
the chromosomes can be easily sorted and indexed during the inheritance process, as 
presented next.
T h e  SL P  G A
The SLP GA shares the same process as the ITAS GA. By iteratively repeating the 
GA algorithm, good genes (good task allocations) that fit the current living environ­
ments (network conditions) are inherited and accumulated in the offspring chromo­
somes, whilst the bad ones are eliminated. After each SLP runs, s* is selected as the 
top ranking solution in the ranking table. The function flow of GA is illustrated in 
Fig.4.6 and details of each GA step can be found in Section 3.3.4.
Generation Evolution
O
Population (x) 
C2
Crossover Candidates Population (x+1)
C l C ro sso v e r
M u ta t io nC4 C5
New Ranking TableRanking Table Ranking Table
chromosome 
passed to offspring
T h e  b e s t  m %
S o r t  L ist i n h e r i t a n c e
(by  F itn es s  v a lue)
Figure 4.6: The GA process
4.4 Com plexity analysis
Given a DAG with N tasks and a network with M nodes, the complexity of the fitness 
function (calculating N L  and SL)  is 0 ( N  • e), where 0{s)  is the complexity of the
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routing algorithm embedded (e.g. if Dijkstra [80], 0(e)  — 0{M ^)) .  Thus, the time 
complexity of evaluating all possible matchings has an exponential complexity o îO { N '  
£ • M ^ ) .  Therefore, it is not computationally efficient to solve the problem by an 
exhaustive search. In DTAS, FTRA has a worst case complexity of 0 { M  • N )  to 
quickly recover any runtime task allocation failures. In addition, since SLP is a daemon 
process which performs periodic task reallocation based on its algorithm runtime, the 
complexity of SLP does not incur additional delays for the system, but affects its 
adaptability to network dynamics. By using an adaptive window size, we only evaluate 
n  rather than solutions. Therefore, the DTAS has a complexity of 0 { N  ' e • n) 
for SLP and a complexity of 0 { M  • N )  for FTRA, resulting in a total complexity of 
0 { N - e - n + M - N ) .  This is a significant improvement in reducing algorithm complexity. 
Besides, since SLP continuously runs at the background, system performance of DTAS 
is gradually improved over time.
Clustering technologies [2 1 ] [63] can be further used to speedup this process by imple­
menting DTAS in each clusters and to  perform parallel task allocation, and overcome 
scalability and robustness issues. A complex DAG can be broken into small function 
blocks consisting of a group of sub-tasks, and nodes in the network can be organized 
into clusters with a Cluster Head (CH) selected as the new coordinator of each sub­
network. In such a hierarchical architecture, DTAS not only runs at the network 
gateway to efficiently assign the function blocks to suitable clusters, but also can be 
implemented in the CH to perform parallel sub-task allocation to individual nodes. In 
Chapter 5, a energy-efficient clustering technology is presented for multi-hop wireless 
sensor networks.
4.5 Simulation results
The performance of the proposed DTAS system is evaluated through simulations with 
network dynamics, as benchmarks for evaluating the effectiveness of DTAS, Greedy [34] 
and MTMS [14] are selected for comparison. Greedy is able to quickly re-run the 
algorithm to perform a task reallocation once network dynamics happen, while MTMS 
is extended by using the proposed FTRA approach to recover from node or link failure
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events.
Experiments under different gateway processing capabilities are performed, and algo­
rithm ’s adaptability on different node mobility parameters is tested.
4 .5 .1  S im u la tio n  se tu p
Heterogeneous node types are used in the simulation. The network consists of 1 0 - 
2 0 % super nodes and the rest are normal nodes. A normal node has a processor 
speed set to 133MHz (e.g. Intel Strong Arm 1100 processor with 150MIPS [1 2 ]). The 
power consumption Pc for such processor is 200mW, and we assume each node has a 
battery energy of 2000J. On the other hand, the super node is introduced with 206MHz 
processing speed by 235MIPS, and Pc is 400mW with residual energy assigned to 4000J.
Two types of Gateway (GW) device with different processing capabilities are consid­
ered: GW-A (e.g. PC or laptop) with a 2 GHz processor or GW-B (e.g. smart phone) 
with a 1  GHz processor. The gateway is fixed at the center of a 100 x lOOm^ network 
area, while the other nodes have an equal moving probability Pmove to perform a ran­
dom movement with a speed of i'move- Pmove represents how frequent a node moves, and 
i^move is a pedestrian moving speed randomly selected between [1,2] m /s. Different val­
ues OÎ Pmove and average node failure probability A are investigated in our experiments 
as seen in Table 4.2. An average overhead of 2 0 0  bits per control message is assumed 
and the payload consists a list of neighbouring node ID and the residual energy level 
of the node itself. The wireless communication bandwidth is 250 Kbps and the reliable 
transmission range for all nodes is 30 meters on the ISM band.
Random DAGs are created based on the following parameters: number of tasks, average 
computation load of the tasks, average communication load of the edges, which are 
adopted from [14]. An average computation load of approximately 300 Kilo-Clock- 
Cycle is assumed for all tasks and we assume an average of 1 0 0 0  bits of data tha t 
need to be exchanged among the tasks. When generating the DAG, the computation 
load and communication load for each task and edge have a normal distribution with a 
variance of ±10% of the average load. In term of parameters for DTAS, the inheritance
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rate m  is 2 0 %, and the mutation probability (f) is 0 .0 1 . p for the minimum hop count 
algorithm is set to 1 .
Table 4.2: Simulation performance matrix
P a ra m e te r V alue (D efau lt) - (V aried)
Adaptive window size n (30,40) - (4,10,20, - 60)
Application deadline (40) - (20,30,40-•• 80) ms
Number of tasks (20) - (5,10,15,20-•• 35)
Number of nodes (10) - (5,10,15---30)
Communication workload (1000) - (400,600,800- - -1400) bits
Pmove (0.1) - (0.1,0.3,0.5)
A (l.OE-5) - (1.0E-5,1.3E-5,- - - ,1.2E-4)
Independent experiments are carried out by altering the parameters shown in Table 
4.2. However, only a single parameter is changed at a time so tha t any changes in 
performance is based solely on one parameter. All the results are averages over 400 
simulations runs.
4 .5 .2  S e le c tio n  o f  th e  a d a p tiv e  w in d o w  s ize  n
We first conduct experiments on determining a suitable window size n. Since for a 
different gateway device and a different network environment, an suitable value of n  
needs to be determined to create optimal up-to-date solutions. We can observe in 
Fig.4.7 tha t algorithm runtime K of DTAS has a linear relationship with the increase 
of n. Hence, a larger value of n  results a longer delay to renew the solution space. 
In Fig.4.8, the average energy consumption of the periodic reports drops dramatically 
when the window size goes up. This is because the frequency of periodic reports is 
determined by the algorithm runtime K. As shown in Fig.4.4, the updated solution 
space S based on the new network information is injected to SLP once it finishes the 
previous algorithm iteration. In addition, since GW-B only has half the processing 
power of GW-A, it takes twice the time to output an optimized result but with lower 
energy consumption for signalling.
The impact of the window size on DTAS’s performance in minimizing the deadline miss 
ratio and extending the network lifetime can be found in Fig.4.9, 4.10, and Fig.4.11,
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Figure 4.7: Impact of window size n
4.13, respectively. It can be clearly observed that the performance of DTAS first in­
creases as more chromosomes join the GA evolution process, and then it decreases when
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the widow size goes beyond the optimal value. This is due to the fact that, the larger 
windows size n  is, the longer it takes for DTAS to update the task allocation solution 
due to a larger solution space. Hence, the solution adaptation to network dynamics 
degrades when the value of n  increases. Furthermore, as the probability of node mo­
bility increases, the deadline miss ratio also increases. We can observe from Fig.4.9, 
4.10 tha t the optimized values of window size n (the lowest point in the deadline miss 
ratio curve) for GW-A and GW-B are 40 and 30, respectively. The obtained suitable 
window size n values for DTAS are applied in the following experiments.
4 .5 .3  A lg o r ith m  a d a p ta b ility  to  n etw ork  d y n a m ics
In this experiment, default parameters in Table 4.2 are used and the goal is: 1) To 
compare the network dynamic adaptation of the proposed DTAS against the Greedy 
algorithm and MTMS; 2 ) To test each algorithm’s performance in meeting the design 
objectives.
Table 4.3: Algorithm runtime comparison
G W  H a rd w a re A lg o rith m R u n tim e  K (s) T R F  (ro u n d )
MTMS 26.835 670
GW-A (2G Hz) Greedy 0 . 0 2 2 1
DTAS (n=40) 1.083 28
MTMS 56.739 1418
GW-B (IG Hz) Greedy 0.041 1
DTAS (n=30) 1.684 42
Table.4.3 illustrates the runtime of each algorithm by testing them on different gate­
ways. The Task Réallocation Frequency (TRF) in the last column represents how often 
in terms of application rounds an algorithm is able to perform a task reallocation based 
on its algorithm runtime. An application round is the basic time unit in our simulation 
which is the deadline constraint to execute the DAG. Hence, the larger the TRF value, 
the lower frequency tha t an algorithm is able to update its task allocation scheme (s*). 
We can observe tha t the Greedy algorithm can run very fast with the capability of per­
forming task reallocation in every round. Thus, we rerun the Greedy algorithm each 
time if an urgent task reallocation is required. DTAS, on the other hand, is able to
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update the solution space every 28 and 42 rounds for GW-A and GW-B, respectively. 
Finally, the algorithm runtime of MTMS is the longest among the three due to its 
complex search mechanism.
In order to evaluate the adaptability of each algorithm to network dynamics, two test 
parameters are defined which are the Expected System Performance (ESP) and the 
Actual System Performance (ASP). ESP is the average of algorithm performance sam­
ples collected over every TRF cycles, while ASP is the average of samples collected at 
each round. Hence, if an algorithm is fast enough to perform a task reallocation in 
each round, A S P  — E S P .  Otherwise, the value of ASP may degrade over time due 
to network dynamics; a large gap between the two values indicates poor adaptation to 
network dynamics.
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Figure 4.8: Gomparisons of algorithm adaptability to network dynamics
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First of all, it can be noticed in Fig.4 . 8  tha t the performance of all algorithms decreases 
when the mobility of nodes Pmove increases. Yet, Greedy shows the lowest degradation 
as it assign tasks on a fewer number of nodes compared to MTMS and DTAS. Hence, 
it is less affected by node mobility. In addition, we can observe in Fig.4.8(a) that, both 
MTMS and DTAS have their schedule length ESP values below the user deadline. How­
ever, MTMS has a large gap between its ASP and ESP values, and the ASP value of 
MTMS goes far beyond the deadline due to its poor adaptability to network dynamics. 
In addition, as the Greedy algorithm can simply rerun the algorithm when network 
dynamics occur, the ASP value of Greedy is very close to its AEP value. However, 
Greedy still cannot meet the deadline constraint due to the reason that it aggregates 
tasks to a single node, which becomes the processing bottleneck. In Fig.4.8(b), signifi­
cant performance improvement can be noticed for DTAS which has a much lower ratio 
of missing the application deadline. Finally, Fig.4.8(c) illustrates the comparison of 
results for the network lifetime. Different from Greedy, DTAS and MTMS have more 
nodes to share and balance the total workload. Therefore, a longer network lifetime can 
be noticed for MTMS and DTAS compared with Greedy. Furthermore, since DTAS 
has a relatively smaller gap between the lifetime ASP and AEP value, it performs the 
best among the others.
As illustrated in Fig.4.8, even in their best case scenario (GW-A and Pmove = 0 .1 ), 
Greedy and MTMS are shown to perform worse than DTAS. Therefore, in the following 
experiments, we further compare DTAS under different node mobility and gateway 
capability parameters, but only the best case scenario of Greedy and MTMS are shown 
as benchmarks.
4 .5 .4  E ffect o f  ch a n g in g  th e  d ea d lin e  co n stra in t
In this section, we investigate the algorithm performance with the intend of changing 
the application deadlines and the other parameters are set to the default value. As seen 
in Fig.4.9(a) and Fig.4.9(b), DTAS is more adaptive to the deadline constraint and has 
the lowest the deadline miss ratio, where MTMS and Greedy have a higher probability 
to miss the deadline. Regarding the network lifetime as shown in Fig.4.9(c), a notably
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Figure 4.9: Effect of altering the deadline constraint
short network lifetime of Greedy can be noticed. This stems from the fact tha t Greedy 
has an unbalanced task assignment that easily overloads some nodes creating traffic 
or processing hot-spots. Since Greedy does not use the application deadline to make 
task allocation decisions, its performance is quite stable. On the other hand, MTMS 
and DTAS promote resource sharing among nodes, and the network lifetime increases 
when the deadline constraint is relaxed. Moreover, as MTMS has a poor adaptation to 
network dynamics, DTAS performs the best in extending the network lifetime.
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Figure 4.10: Effect of changing the number of tasks
4 .5 .5  E ffect o f  ch an g in g  th e  n u m ber o f  ta sk s
To evaluate DTAS’s performance with increasing workload, the number of tasks in 
the DAG is varied in this experiment. All other parameters are set to their default 
values in Table 4.3. According to the results shown in Fig.4.10(c), the performance 
of all algorithms are greatly affected by the increase of the number of the tasks, as 
the total energy consumption has a proportional increase with the rise of the task 
count. However, by sharing the workload among nodes, DTAS and MTMS achieve 
longer network lifetime compared with Greedy. The deadline miss ratio of both Greedy 
and MTMS are greatly affected by the increasing number of tasks while DTAS is less 
affected. Hence, DTAS has a better capability in meeting the deadline as seen in
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Fig.4.1 0 (a), where a lower deadline miss ratio is achieved. In short, DTAS has a better 
performance than the Greedy and MTMS algorithms in terms of both minimizing 
deadline miss ratio and extending network lifetime.
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Figure 4.11: Effect of the number of nodes (deadline =  40ms)
In this section, we vary the number of nodes from 5 to 30, all other parameters use tlie 
default values. The results are illustrated in Fig.4.1 1 . We can observe that the average 
execution time and deadline miss ratio of DTAS first decrease when the number nodes 
rises from 5 to 10, and then increase as more nodes join in. This is because the chance 
of parallel processing is reduced when there are only a few nodes in the network. Hence, 
tasks are queued in node memory, which reduces the processing efficiency. Thus, as
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more nodes are involved, the performance of DTAS in meeting task deadlines increases. 
However, when the network further expands, the search space increases exponentially 
as described in Section 4.4, which significantly increases the difficulty in finding an 
optimal solution and results in a higher deadline miss ratio. Nevertheless, thanks to 
SLP and the adaptive window, DTAS still has the shortest average execution time and 
the lowest deadline miss ratio. Even better performance can be expected from DTAS 
with a more powerful gateway device to incorporate a larger window size. On the other 
hand, the scalability of the MTMS is very poor as the task execution time goes up when 
the number of nodes increases. This stems from the fact tha t having more nodes leads 
to a higher network dynamicity. However, MTMS cannot adapt to the environment 
changes due to its time complexity. Furthermore, since Greedy gathers tasks on a few 
nodes, the increase on node number has less effect on the performance of Greedy as seen 
in Fig.4.1 1 (b) and 4.11(c). Besides, as Greedy does not use the application deadline to 
make its task allocation decisions, it may also achieve 0 % deadline missing ratio when 
the deadline setting is considerably large. Yet, it always shows the poorest network 
lifetime due to  the hot-spot issue.
The network lifetime and average energy consumption of control overhead are shown 
in Fig.4.1 1 (c) and Fig.4.11(d), respectively. Although DTAS has the highest signalling 
cost, it is still able to achieve a long network lifetime, as illustrated in Fig.4.11(c), 
through better energy consumption balancing among nodes. In contrast, although 
Greedy requires less control overhead, network hot-spots can cause relatively long delays 
and short network lifetime. MTMS has a similar lifetime performance compared to 
DTAS, however, it performs the poor in reducing the task execution time as seen in 
Fig.4.11(b).
When the deadline is set to 50ms, there is no initial decrease of deadline miss ratio 
can be observed from Fig.4.1 2 (a) compared with the results shown in Fig.4.11 (a). The 
reason for this is because as the deadline loses, there is enough processing power in the 
network to satisfy the deadline requirement even in the case of involving only 5 nodes. 
However, as more nodes join in the network, the network lifetime of both DTAS and 
MTMS increases rapidly as seen in Fig.4.12(c). On the other hand, since Greedy does 
not use deadline constraint to make its task allocation decisions, Greedy still has the
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Figure 4.12: Effect of the number of nodes (deadline =  50ms)
lowest network lifetime
4 .5 .7  E ffect o f  ch an g in g  th e  co m m u n ica tio n  load
The Communication to Computation load (CCR) in the DAG may affect the perfor­
mance of the algorithms. In this section, CCR is evaluated by changing the average 
communication load with default average computation load. When the communication 
load rises, all algorithms’ deadline miss ratio and average task execution time increase 
which are shown in Fig.4.13(a) and Fig.4.13(b), respectively. This is because the over­
all workload of the DAG is increased. Nevertheless, compared to other algorithms, 
the Greedy algorithm displays a much less performance degradation with the effect of
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Figure 4.13: Effect of changing the communication load
increasing communication load. The robustness of the Greedy algorithm against the 
rising communication load is grounded on the fact that Greedy gathers most of the 
tasks on the same node. Thus, the communication cost is reduced. On the other hand, 
the increase of CCR has a significant impact on the task execution time of MTMS as 
seen in Fig.4.13(b). This is due to that MTMS has a poor capability to avoid potential 
communication delays in a complex multi-hop communication environment. In con­
trast, although the performances of HITAS and ITAS are also affected by the CCR, 
they still have the lowest deadline miss ratio. Regarding the network lifetime, similar 
performance decrease has been noticed in Fig.4.13(c). The network lifetime of Greedy 
is less affected by the increase of CCR, however, due to the hot-spot problem, it has the 
shortest network lifetime compared to the other algorithms. On the other hand, DTAS
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performances the best in terms of extending the network lifetime with lower ratio of 
deadline miss.
4 .5 .8  E ffect o f  ch an g in g  th e  n o d e  fa ilure p ro b a b ility
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Figure 4.14: Effect of changing A (deadline =  40ms)
The average node failure probability A is varied in this section, and the results are shown 
in Fig.4.14. When the value of A increases, nodes are more likely to fail. Hence, all three 
algorithms show poorer performance. However, as Greedy uses fewer nodes for task 
allocation compared to the other algorithms, it is less affected when the node failure 
probability rises. Nevertheless, Greedy cannot meet an arbitrary deadline and it also 
has the lowest network lifetime due to the hot-spot problem. The average performance 
of MTMS is also very low caused by its poor adaption to network dynamics. On the
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Figure 4.15: Effect of changing A (deadline =  50ms)
other hand, although the performance of DTAS also decreases due to node failure, it 
has a better performance than both Greedy and MTMS. Please note that although 
Greedy has 1 0 0 % deadline miss ratio shown in Fig.4.14(a), it may also achieve low 
deadline miss ratio illustrated in Fig.4.15(a) when the deadline constraint is loosed. 
Nevertheless, DTAS performs the best in both test scenarios.
4.6 Chapter Conclusion
In this chapter, a Dynamic Task Allocation System (DTAS) framework is proposed for 
Multi-Hop Wireless Networks (MHWN), which minimizes the ratio of task execution
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deadline misses (deadline miss ratio) while also preserving and balancing node energy 
levels to extend network lifetime. This task allocation problem is very challenging 
for heuristic approaches, when network dynamics and multi-hop wireless communica­
tion aspects are addressed at the same time. A fast but simple heuristic algorithm 
like Greedy may only provide sub-optimal solutions. On the other hand, a sophisti­
cated heuristic search algorithm, such as MTMS performs relatively well under static 
network conditions, but has poor adaption to network dynamics due to algorithm time- 
complexity. I t is shown tha t a GA-based evolutional algorithm is more suitable for such 
complex and dynamic task allocation problems.
In order to  reduce the search complexity, the heuristic minimum hop count algorithm is 
designed to narrow down the solution space without constraining it to a local optimum. 
To deal with network dynamicity caused by node mobility and sudden node or link 
failure events, a Fast Task Recovery Algorithm (FTRA) is developed to quickly recover 
normal network functionality. Third, to be able to meet the multiple design objectives, 
a Self-Learning Process (SLP) based on a GA is applied to continuously evolve a set of 
solutions towards the global optimum. We adapt a hybrid fitness function in SLP tha t 
initially favors meeting the deadline requirement and then gradually leans towards 
exploitation of balanced solutions. Last but not the least, an adaptive window is 
proposed to keep the algorithm runtime under control such tha t an up-to-date solution 
can be determined. Therefore, DTAS is able to make suitable trade-offs between the 
algorithm runtime and its performance. Adaptive solutions can be produced according 
to how fast network changes occur, while also considering the processing capability 
of the gateway device tha t needs to deal with such changes. Simulation results show 
tha t DTAS significantly improves system performance under various test environments 
and outperforms MTMS and Greedy in reducing the deadline miss ratio and extending 
network lifetime.
Chapter 5
Energy-efficient Clustering
This chapter investigates a hierarchical energy-efficient clustering architecture that ad­
dresses aspects in management, scalability and connectivity of large-scale Multi-Hop 
Wireless Networks (MHWN), offering functionality for task allocation through a clus­
tered approach.
One of the key challenges for MHWNs such as Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) is 
the efficient use of limited energy resources in battery operated nodes. Hierarchical 
clustering [21] [69] [8 6 ] [87] [8 8 ] [89] has been shown to be a promising solution to 
conserve node energy levels, besides being an effective solution for organizational tasks. 
W ith Cluster Heads (CH) tha t act as local controllers of network operations, a clustered 
network has an easily manageable structure to overcome scalability and robustness 
issues. Furthermore, for task allocation systems, a complex DAG can also be broken 
to smaller function blocks consisting of a group of sub-tasks. Therefore, in such a 
hierarchical architecture, the task allocation algorithm not only runs at the network 
gateway to efficiently assign the function blocks to suitable clusters, but can also be 
implemented in the CH to perform parallel sub-task allocation to individual nodes. 
Hence, the set of CHs in a MHWN forms its backbone, providing a scalable solution to 
various networking tasks.
The technology investigated in this chapter is the first step towards providing a hier­
archical task allocation platform in a MHWN. A simple periodic data collection ap­
plication is considered with sensor fusion function performed at each CH. Hence, the
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problem of choosing suitable nodes to which to assign the fusion function, becomes a 
clustering problem that determines suitable nodes to act as the CHs. Since the clus­
tering technology has been extensively studied in the area of WSN, it is necessary to 
understand the context of the clustering in WSNs, and then an Energy-efficient Clus­
tering (EC) algorithm is proposed to address the dynamic sensor fusion task assignment 
problem.
5.1 Problem statem ent and objectives
Since a CH usually has to process more tasks than the normal nodes, it has considerably 
higher energy consumption compared to cluster members. This requires tha t the high 
load of CHs be distributed among all nodes. Periodic reassignment of the CH tasks 
to different nodes (CH role rotation) helps balance the energy consumption within 
the cluster and prevent the problem of a single point of failure due to node energy 
depletion. However, in a large-scale Multi-Hop Wireless Network (MHWN) with traffic 
relays among CHs, the hot-spot issue is particularly significant around the sink node 
(gateway), where large amounts of data are merged and creates highly congested areas 
as shown in Figure.5.1.
o Normal node 
•  Cluster Head (CH) 
-^6 Number of messages
gateway
Figure 5.1: The traffic hot-spot problem
In fact, as the hop distance to a sink decreases, the load on relay nodes quickly in­
tensifies. Hence, there is an obvious relationship between the hop-distance to a data
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sink and the amount of data that has to be relayed. To obtain a well-balanced network 
load, this relation should be studied analytically. In doing so, the energy consumption 
of data communication and of control overhead caused by periodic clustering, route 
discovery and any other procedures should be taken into account.
In this chapter, in order to tackle this processing and traffic hot-spot issue, a scalable, 
distributed, and energy-aware clustering algorithm. Energy-efficient Clustering (EC) 
is proposed. EC determines suitable cluster sizes considering their hop distances to 
the data sink. By tuning the probability that a node becomes a CH, EC effectively 
controls cluster sizes, which allows an approximately uniform use of the overall energy 
resources of a WSN. In order to evaluate EC’s performance, an energy-efficient multi­
hop clustering and data collection solution is proposed and its energy consumption 
amounts are calculated. This clustering solution targets at low signalling overhead and 
an overall low level of energy consumption. Hence, EC can better conserve energy levels 
using the proposed data collection solution.
5.2 Energy-efficient Clustering (EC)
5.2.1 Preliminaries
This chapter considers a multi-hop data collection scenario mainly in a WSN with 
uniformly distributed node locations. Each sensor node makes observations, produces 
a single data packet, and then transmits this packet to its associated CH. Then, each CH 
node collects the observation packets from its associated member nodes and combines 
them to produce a single summary packet representing the cluster. Summary packets 
travel through the network’s CH-backbone towards the sink in multiple hops. This 
three-step process is referred to as a single data collection round (DCR) of the entire 
WSN operation.
5.2.2 Trade-offs
Equalization of node energy consumption levels in a multi-hop data collection scenario 
has two trade-offs: (i) There is a higher traffic load on nodes closer to the data sink
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in terms of hop-distance. (ii) Having clusters of large sizes produces shorter routes 
but increases intra-cluster communication costs. On the other hand, forming many- 
small clusters generates affordable intra-cluster costs, yet longer multi-hop routes are 
generated which requires more packet transmissions, and more summary packets are 
generated in the network, which increases the total relayed traffic. Hence, having 
smaller clusters leads to a larger inter-cluster communication cost. Therefore, the 
analysis should take into account the hop distances to the sink node.
5.2.3 Energy consumption model
EC is independent of the particular energy consumption model, yet considers a popular 
one mentioned in previous works [70] [90] [8 6 ] [91], given by:
E t =  <
l{et + 6r + 6fs(P) if d <  do 
l(ct + Cr + Cmpd'^ ) if d >  do
(5.1)
In Equation 5.1, Et is the total energy dissipated to deliver a single /-bit packet from 
a transm itter to its receiver over a single link of distance d. The baseline energy 
consumption levels at the transm itter and receiver radios are indicated by ct and e^ -, 
respectively. The transmission energy consumption is denoted by either e/^d^ or Cmpd^, 
depending on the distance d of the link between the two nodes and a distance threshold, 
do. For d < do, 6fs  is used to reflect “free-space” conditions, while Cmp represents longer 
links potentially affected by “multi-path” fading [71].
5.2.4 Hop distances to the sink
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Figure 5.2: Hop distances to the sink and rectangular regions
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The hop distance to a sink node in a network area with length X  and width W, 
where the sink node is located at one edge, forms a wave-like propagation pattern [92] 
outwards from the sink. Figure 5.2 illustrates this pattern for a sample randomly 
deployed network, where nodes at different hop distances to the sink are denoted by 
different symbols. The area in which nodes of a particular hop distance i reside can 
approximately be represented by a rectangular region Ri. The widths of these regions 
may not be equivalent and are random variables depending on node locations and sensor 
communication range. However, the average region width denoted by a is calculated 
as a =  71 m for a node density of cr =  0.025 nodes/w?, using the energy model in 
Section 5.2.3.
C a lcu la tio n  o f reg ion  w id th  a: A verage hop  d is ta n ce
The rectangles in the EC algorithm merely represent virtual subnetworks that deliver 
information in sequence from one end of the network to the other. As a parameter 
of the analysis as well as the algorithm definition, the region width, a, determines the 
number of hops on multi-hop data delivery paths: The narrower the regions are, the 
more hops a packets needs to traverse. Hence, ideally a should be wide enough to 
reduce the multi-hop energy consumption caused by multiple transmissions. However, 
transmissions over longer distances use a higher transmission power leading to higher 
consumption amounts. Hence, the high transmission power needed over longer distances 
tradeoffs with the large number of transmissions required for shorter distances.
For the scenario in Figure 5.3, the objective is chosen as the minimization of end-to-end 
energy consumption in delivery of a single packet over a multi-hop path of distance D.
DestinationSource
Figure 5.3: A sample multi-hop transmission pattern.
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In Figure 5.3, each hop i has a distance of di and a deviation angle of A cascade of 
these transmissions establish a multi-hop path of distance D. Representing hop i as a 
vector di = \di\e^^^ in polar coordinates (with the 0 ° angular direction set to be from 
source towards destination), we have Hence, Y ^ ^ i \ ^ \ s m 9 i  =
0 and \ cos6 i = \~î\. Therefore, each hop of this multi-hop progression is
dependent on the others since the total distance and angular deviation should be D  
and 0, respectively. This is a complicated mathematical problem related with spatial 
geometry and deals with additional topics such as node connectivity, coverage, and 
multi-hop propagation [92], [93].
Since the major focus is energy equalization and conservation but not a detailed anal­
ysis of multi-hop propagation patterns, we can simplify the analysis and trea t each 
distance to be equal to  an expected single-hop distance, d. For a CH transmission 
range of R  and uniform node density, this average distance to a neighbor node is 
d % ^^§rdx = f ^ 2 ^ d x  = ^ ,  where æ is a dummy variable. Similarly, the de­
viation in each step leads to an average progress at each hop from 5  to D equal to 
dE[cos6 i] ^  cos 9i = where E[.] is the expectation operator. Hence, it can 
be approximated tha t the number of hops to be equal to hop d =  D  —> hop =
Using the energy model in Equation 5.1, the consumption amount in a m ulti-path route 
of hop = with respect to different CH transmission ranges is:
E  =
hop ■ I - { e t €r Cfsd^) if d < do 
hop -I • (et + 6r-\- Cmpd ) if d >  do
In Figure 5.4, the minimum energy consumption is obtained as R  =  Rmm^ The result in 
this figure suggests that, considering only the multi-hop data delivery energy amounts, 
energy consumption is minimized for a CH transmission range of around Rmin = 87m. 
The question is now to find the rectangle width a th a t provides an average CH-to-CH 
distance of d =  Rmin =  87m between two neighbor rectangular regions. To determine 
this, the average distance between two neighbor CHs in two neighboring regions is 
computed, when node density is uniform.
For a rectangle width a, and network width W , two CH nodes have random coordi-
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Figure 5.4: Finding the CH transmission range, R,
W
Figure 5.5: Distance between two randomly selected nodes in neighbor regions
nates of y i) , C i / 2 (x 2 ,y 2 ) as shown in Figure 5.5, with coordinates having
distributions of p (x i) =  p(x 2 ) =  ^>p(yi) =  p(Y2 ) =  The square of this distance, 
is then also a random variable, which gives:
d^ = (xi + X2^  + (yi -  Y2 )^) ,
2  f  W  n W  p a  p a lo? + 
6
(5.2)
If we set ^ J E [ d ‘^ \ ~  E[d] =  R m in - , this means that the average distance of a hop is 
Rrnin = 87m, suggesting a minimum end-to-end energy consumption in data delivery.
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W ith this, the region width a can be calculated as:
a =  C  -  71m. (5.3)
5 .2 .5  A p p r o x im a te  e q u a liz a tio n  o f  e n erg y  levels; r(z)
Accumulation of packets from outer regions towards the data sink creates higher traffic 
loads at closer locations to the sink. Since this load is distributed among the sensors 
of each region via rotation of the CH-role, sensors in a particular region have “approx­
imately” equal rates of energy consumption. W ith this, the lifetimes of all sensors in 
region Ri, are treated as the same, and denoted by r{i). This is the reason why EC 
claim tha t the proposed approach provides approximate equalization of node energy 
levels. The next task is now to ensure tha t similar energy levels are maintained at 
different regions throughout the lifetime of the WSN.
5.3 A generic approach to  regional lifetim e equalization
5 .3 .1  D is tr ib u tio n  o f  C H  n o d es  in  th e  netw ork: pi
Under the two trade-offs in Section 5.2.2 tha t affect node energy consumption, we strive 
to strike the balance between a cluster’s radius and its hop distance to the sink. I t is 
obvious th a t the radius of a cluster in a region Ri is related to the number and density 
of CH nodes in R^. This suggests that CH nodes should be distributed with different 
density at different hop distances to the sink. For instance, region Ri contains ni CHs. 
Therefore, the probability pi tha t an individual node becomes a CH in region Ri can 
be found by:
Pi =  Hi =  pidW a, (5.4)
where the average number of nodes in region Ri is aWa. Due to the uniform distribution 
of node locations and energy levels, cluster areas can be approximately represented by 
circular sub-regions of radius Vi within region Ri. Since there is a single CH inside each 
cluster, the probability of a sensor in region Ri to become a CH can be approximated
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by:
P i — 9 ^  U  — \ l  • (b .5)
Trri c^T V TTcrpi
The specific values of vi for different regions are found by Equation 5.5. This requires 
tha t the corresponding probability values pi be computed.
5 .3 .2  E C  a lg o r ith m
The purpose of the EC Algorithm is to determine the probability values pi while equal­
izing and reducing energy consumption levels in the network. Our specific energy 
equalization goal is to ensure tha t we have similar lifetime values at different hop dis­
tances to the sink. This means tha t we aim to obtain t i  = T2 == ts = . . .  = for K  
regions.
Denoting the energy consumption in Ri within a DCR as ED cniR i), r{i) =
where E q is the average initial sensor energy. The aim is to equalize values of r{i) to a
value L, which is as large as possible since our goal is also to extend network lifetime:
E qoW ct E ^aW a E qoW œ L^. (o.oj
E d c r { R i ) EDCR {Ri)  E d c r ( R k )
The unknowns of this problem are the individual probability values Pi,P2 ,P3  ^• ■ • ^PK 
th a t appear in the expression for EDCR{Ri)' Although the energy value E d cr^R i)  is 
dependent on which particular set of protocols is used to deliver data to the sink over 
multiple-hops, the worse case scenario is considered and regard Ej)CB(-Ri) &s a non­
linear equation of pi,P 2 ,Ps, ■■•■,PK in general. In case E ocR iR i)  is a linear function, 
the following sequence of operations are simpler, yet the general solution methodology 
is provided.
The strategy is simple: First, assigning an initial value Lq to the lifetime L  and also 
set r{i) = L  for all i in order to solve for the corresponding value of CH probability 
P i .  Then, L  is updated iteratively until a valid maximum value of L  is obtained. 
Algorithm 8  outlines this strategy. The function calculatePs{L) calculates values of 
=  p i,p 2 , . . .  ,p k  for the value of Lt+i at iteration step t. The main loop first 
finds the next value of L, Lt+i, using the current value Lt. Then, the next probability
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set Pfc+i is calculated using the function calculatePs{L), which gets L  =  Lt+i as its 
input. Here, the interesting module of EC is line 6  in Algorithm 8  tha t determines the 
next value of Lf+i given the current values of Lt and Pf. This module depends on the 
round energy consumption in each rectangle i, and hence the individual
data  routing protocol used to deliver the packets to the sink. This constitutes the 
module that needs to be filled in as a separate add-on to EC  for a particular protocol. 
The convergency of the EC algorithm is further provided in Section 5.4.2.
A lg o rith m  8  EC Algorithm 
E n su re : r{K )  %( . . .% r{i) % . . .  % T(l) % L 
1 ; f •<— 0 ;
2 : Pt =  Pq — {POiPOj • • • )Po};
3: L t + i  <— Lq;
4: Pt+i = {puP 2 , • • • , P k }  ^  calculatePs{Lt)]
5: w h i le  Pt+i = { p i ,P 2 j • • -^Pk} are Real and Non-negative do  
6 : Determine Lt+i
7: Pt+i = {pi,P 2 , • • - ,P k }  ^  calculateP s{Lt+i)]
8 : Pt <— Pt+l'i
9: Lt Tt+i;
1 0 : % An exit condition tha t meets a certain requirement specific to the protocol
1 1 : if  C{Lt+i) = true  th e n
1 2 : r e tu r n  P i+ i,L f+i
13: e n d  i f
14: f t  -{-1;
15: e n d  w hile 
16: r e tu rn  Pt^Lp, 
calculateP s (L):
1 : Solve r{K ) = L  for px',
2 : Solve r {K  — 1) = L  with p x  for p x - i \
3: :
4: Solve r ( l )  =  L  with p x ,P K -u  • • • ,P 2 for pi;
5: r e tu r n  p i,p 2 , . . . ,px]
5.4 Application of EC to  a simple data collection solution
In this section, the EC algorithm is applied to a simple data collection protocol ex­
plained in detail in Section 5.5 and find the probability values of nodes to be selected 
as a CH in each region, px^PK-i^  • • • jPi+i- Such information tells the number and the
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density of CHs and hence the cluster sizes corresponding to each hop distance to the 
sink.
Note tha t the details of the data collection protocol are irrelevant at this point as focus 
point is in how to use its resulting energy expression pDCiî(Pi) in EC. In order not 
to interrupt the logical sequence of ideas of the article, the details of this protocol is 
deferred to Section 5.5. ED cniR i) is given by Equation 5.19, which is represented here 
as a function / ( p i ,  • • •, P k ) j  yielding:
5 .4 .1  Step 1: Solving f o r  Pi values: calculatePs(L)
There is a property of the lifetime equations r{i) — L  th a t can be exploited: Since i the 
Rth  region is the outermost region and does not relay any traffic from other regions, pK 
is independent from P k - i ?  • • • j P i-  Therefore, for a given value of L, r{K ) =  L  can be 
solved for pK on its own. Then, the solution for pK can be used in the next equation 
r {K  — 1) =  L to determine P K - i?  and so on. Therefore, each equation r{i) = L  has 
a single unknown pi since px,P K -i^  ■ • • ,Pi+i are already calculated, for a given value 
of lifetime L. Note tha t this is true for all data routing protocols in data collection 
scenarios towards a single network sink.
The protocol used in Section 5.5 yields Equation 5.19 for the round energy tha t turns 
into a polynomial equation of pi when p x - h  - - -, Pi+i are constant. By re-organizing 
r{i) =  L as a second order polynomial Api^ 4 - B pi C = 0,the coefficients of this
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polynomial can be found as:
A  = lo
B  = lo
+  I 
C = lo
^  (WaaerPj) 
*<;<K
4“
—  {2a^ — 4- (o;  ^4- 3 — T)cr 4- (T 4- 3)et 4- (2emp{W‘^ 4- 4a^) ) pj
i<j<K
4- Cf 4- E bü — 4- (cr 4- 4- ^ 2  Pj
i<j<K
E q 
L  ’
T ^ e .4 - - ^  T 4 - -TTcr 9 7 rcr (5.8)
Once again, the derivation of the expressions in Equation 5.8 is purely mathematical, 
not related with the focus of the paper, and provided here for the sake of completeness. 
Interested readers can use the information in Section 5.5 to derive these expressions.
Equation 5.8 provides the calculation method of individual pi values. Note th a t this is 
the duty of the function calculatePs[L) in Algorithm 8 . Each line in calculatePs{L) 
uses Equation 5.8 to solve for a pi, starting from the outermost region i = K .
5 .4 .2  Step  2: H ow  to itera te  L : D e te rm in e  L ty i
This section determines how the data collection protocol used in Section 5.5 makes the 
iterations of lifetime L, i.e. calculation of Lt+\ given Lt and Pt. Hence, the following 
analysis is specific to tha t protocol. A similar analysis has to be followed for any other 
data collection protocol in order to determine an iteration policy for L.
In Equation 5.8, y/B"^ — 4AC  >  0 must hold so tha t the roots of the equation are not 
imaginary. Since A ,C  > 0 and the roots should also be positive values in [0,1 ] (as piS 
are probability values), then P  < 0 must hold. Therefore, we have:
B  < - 2 \ / 3 C . (5.9)
First, Equation 5.8 is simplified as a function of the number of nodes n. Considering the 
number of CH nodes tha t forward traffic to region Ri given by J2i<j<K f^o,apj % ipn, to
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be at the same order as the number of nodes n, and representing node density cr =  
this gives:
A  =  C\ +  C2 4" B  — ^  4 “ C/^ipn — C = C^ 4 ------• (5.10)
where Ci to Cq are constants. By applying Equation 5.10 to Equation 5.9, we get:
En
L < ------------------------------------------------  = Lmax(n): (5.11)
^  +  C4V>n +  2 ^ C 2 C6 V'n2  +  CsCeV-n +  CiCs +  ^
Lmax{i^) is an upper bound on the range of lifetime values L  as a function of the total 
number of nodes n. The solutions beyond the limit imposed by Equation 5.11 have 
imaginary values. Hence, to seek this bound Lmax{r) by greedily increasing L  until we 
start to get imaginary solutions and stop at the largest non-imaginary set of solutions. 
An imaginary solution set means tha t the lifetime cannot be equalized among different 
regions for the current value of L. Therefore, starting from L = 1 and incrementing L 
by 1 until Lmax{n), the number of iterations necessary for EC to find Lmax{n) is given 
by Lmaæ(n) itself.
The complexity of the EC algorithm is bounded by Lmax(,u), which does not exponen­
tially grow as we increase n. In fact, the denominator goes to infinity when n  goes 
to infinity and when n =  0. In between the two, the denominator has a minimum 
value. Hence, with increasing n, Lmaxip) first increases, arrives at its maximum at 
a point, and then gradually decreases. This is attributed to the fact tha t addition of 
more nodes leads to density increase in the network. Having more nodes may provide 
additional opportunities to  nodes to find closer nodes to forward their data towards 
the sink, which decreases transmission energy. However, addition of even more nodes 
does not help much to decrease this consumption, but rather increases the overhead 
incurred by packet receptions and additional data collection.
5 .4 .3  S a m p le  r e su lts  o f  E C
The results of Algorithm 8  for the data collection solution in Section 5.5 are presented 
in Figure 5.6 for various node density settings. Here, the probability of a sensor node to
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Figure 5.6: Output Pi values in Algorithm 8
be selected as a CH in its region is shown with respect to the hop distance to the data 
sink. As can be observed, it is more likely for a node to play the role of a CH when that 
node is closer to the data sink. This is inline with UCR [73] that has a similar data 
routing protocol. However, UCR essentially presumes such type of CH distribution.
5.5 A M ulti-hop data collection solution for W SNs
In this section, an energy-efficient multi-hop data routing solution for WSNs organized 
as clusters is briefly outlined. There are three reasons:
1. To complement EC’s energy equalization and conservation features with a proto­
col that also targets at energy-efhciency and reduces its overall energy consump­
tion level via using less control messages.
2. To make comparisons of EC with existing clustering solutions that target at 
energy efficiency in multi-hop data delivery.
3. To understand whether EC actually achieves energy-efficiency and equalization 
with its output probability values for CH-selection.
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5 .5 .1  C lu s te r  h e a d  s e le c t io n
Cluster formation is performed as a distributed algorithm at the beginning of each data 
collection round, DOR. This involves election of CH nodes among a set of candidates 
followed by node-CH associations.
S election  o f C H -can d id a te s
To determine the CH candidates, a probability scale is assigned to each sensor. Ac­
cording to this value, each sensor decides on becoming a CH-candidate. Basically, the 
probability to become a CH-candidate, T, is scaled by the ratio of initial sensor energy 
level to the average initial energy of the network, E q. For a node j  in region Ri, the 
resulting probability becomes P{j)  = T ^ ÿ -. Computation of P{j)  is performed only 
once right after network initialization.
At the beginning of each DCR, each node j  generates a random number on [ 0  1 ]. If 
the number is less than P ( j) ,  then the node is a CH-candidate. W ith this mechanism, 
approximately a ratio T  of all nodes are elected as CH-candidates. In simulations, we 
set T  = 10% (the selection of the appropriate value of T  can be found in [73]).
D iscussion: The candidate selection probability P{j):
The selection of P{j)  would be more up-to-date if the residual node energy levels E{j)  
are considered instead of the initial energy levels Eo{j),  hence P(j )  = where E
is the average residual energy level within a region. However, this would require each 
node to notify all others in its region of its energy value, which could only be achieved 
by region-wide broadcasts; a quite high message overhead. Alternatively, a central node 
in each region could gather the energy levels and then distribute the average value to 
all sensors in the region, which is a slightly better scheme. Nevertheless, this would 
add the additional complexity of choosing and replacing such a central node. Another 
method would be the use of counters at each node to keep track of the number of times 
they take the CH role. However, this also requires later negotiations among nodes.
To avoid all these issues, the initial energy levels are used for selecting the CH-candidate 
nodes. Since the frequency of being selected as a CH-candidate is proportional to the
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initial energy levels and the CHs are eventually selected among these candidates, the 
resulting frequency of having the CH-role and the corresponding energy consumption 
are on the average approximately proportional to the initial energy levels. Therefore, 
this choice is a reasonable method towards balancing energy consumption levels while 
preventing additional overhead. Note tha t node residual energy levels are taken into 
account during the selection of the actual CHs, as explained next.
Selection  o f CHs from C H -candidates
Upon being selected, each CH-candidate in region Ri transm its a “CH-advertisement” 
packet and advertises its residual energy level within a neighborhood of radius n . r, 
is determined by the EC algorithm and is related to pi by Equation 5.5. Hence, ri 
determines the approximate sizes of the final clusters formed in each region R{, and is 
critical for the energy-efficiency performance of the WSN. This is due to the fact tha t 
ri affects the traffic-relaying capability of region Ri, which is largely influenced by the 
trade-off between “distance to sink” and “number of CHs in region R i” , as mentioned 
in Section 5.2.
A CH-candidate monitors advertisements from other candidates and defers from acting 
as a CH if a higher energy level is reported by another. Eventually, the candidates with 
the highest residual energy among their neighboring CH-candidates become the CHs 
during tha t particular DCR. (If a CH-candidate receives no advertisement packets for 
a period of TUoif, it automatically becomes a CH node.) This mechanism enables the 
choice of the actual CH nodes to be based on the most recent sensor energy stocks.
The CH selection procedure is provided in Algorithm 9. In this algorithm, CH-ad 
denotes CH-advertisement packet, where CH-ad.nodeid and CH-ad.energy are the CH 
node’s identity and advertised residual energy level, respectively. The variable “own” 
denotes a node j  th a t receives the advertisement.
5 .5 .2  C lu ste r  fo rm a tio n
After the CHs are elected, each CH transm its a “CH-announcement” packet within 
an area of transmission radius a r i and informs other sensors of its availability as a
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A lg o rith m  9 CH Selection; At node j  in Ri 
1 : Current energy level: E{j)
2 : if  j  is CH-candidate th e n  
3: Ech own.energy and C H  f -  own.nodeid
4: Transmit a CH-ad with radius ri
5: Listen for CH-ads for time-period Twait
6 : for each received CH-ad do
if  Reported energy in CH-ad > E{j )  th e n
C H  < r -  CH-ad.nodeid 
Ech CH-ad.energy 
end  if  
en d  for 
en d  if
if  C H  == own.nodeid th e n  
j  is a CH 
en d  if
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
CH. This CH-announcement range is a multiple of n ,  =  o ri, selected to
ensure tha t each non-CH node receives at least one announcement packet and can 
associate to a CH. To ensure reception of announcement packets by other nodes, a 
straightforward method is to send region-wide broadcasts. However, this potentially 
causes high transmission energy cost; a fine tuned value is required. Thus, o  is a system 
parameter tuned to achieve high CH-association probability for non-CH nodes while 
avoiding an unnecessarily large transmission range.
Considering a uniform distribution of CH nodes in each region, with a fixed node density 
cr, the number of nodes in a given area has a Poisson distribution [92], [94]. Hence, the 
probability tha t a non-CH node has at least one CH neighbour within a circular area 
of radius a r i in region is 1 — . To ensure a high rate of CH-association,
we seek at least 99% average connectivity probability, hence 1 — > Q.gg.
This leads to < a n ,  yielding a > V2lnl0. Hence, we select a  = \ / 2 ZnlO.
Each sensor may collect announcement packets from multiple CHs and selects the CH 
th a t has generated the announcement packet with the highest RSSI as the ideal CH to 
associate to. Nodes associate to CHs via sending a “CH-association” request and upon 
reception of a subsequent “CH-confirmation” . Cluster formation is depicted in Algo­
rithm  10. In this algorithm, CH-an, CH-assoc, and CR-con/denote CH-announcement, 
CH-association, and CH-confirmation messages, respectively.
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A lg o rith m  1 0  Cluster formation: At node j  in Ri
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20 
21 
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
if  j  is CH th e n
Transmit a C H  — an with radius avi 
Listen for CH-assocs for Twait 
for each received CH-assoc do 
Transmit a CH-conf to CH-assoc.nodeid 
en d  for 
else
RSSIch  t -  0 and C H  <- null 
Listen for CH-aus for time-period Twait 
for each received CH-an do 
if  RSSI in CH-an > RSSIch  th e n  
C H  <— CH-an.nodeid 
RSSIch  4- CH-an.RSSI 
en d  if  
en d  for
At expiry of time-period Twait- 
if  C H  ^  null th e n  
Transmit a CH-assoc to C H  
Listen for CH-conf from C H  for time period Twait 
en d  if
if  C H  == null OR “No CR-con/received” th e n  
w hile  C H  == null do 
Transmit a CH-assoc 
Listen for CH-conf for time period Twait 
if  No reply th e n
Increment transmission range 
en d  if  
en d  w hile  
en d  if  
en d  if
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At the end of the cluster formation phase, there may still be a few sensors tha t have 
not joined any clusters as they may not have received any announcement packets. 
To recover from such cases, a sensor with no CH-association gradually increases its 
transmission range and seeks the closest CH to associate. This is covered in the final 
part of Algorithm 10.
5 .5 .3  M essa g e  c o m p le x ity  o f  c lu ster in g
In a WSN of N  nodes, N T  nodes advertise as CH-candidates, producing a total of N T  
messages. Eventually, M  CH nodes are selected, which then announce their role as a CH 
with a total of M  CH-announcement messages. Sensor nodes choose a CH to join and 
send CH-association requests, incurring an additional cost of N  — M . For each request, 
a CH-confirmation message is generated. As a result, the total message complexity in 
cluster formation is approximately N T  -}- M  -f 2{N — M ) =  (2 4 - T )N  — M  = 0{N) .
5 .5 .4  D is tr ib u te d  in ter -c lu ste r  ro u tin g
The routing algorithm is based on two ideas: (1) Reducing the overhead in route 
discovery, (2) Balancing energy consumption among all CHs. To achieve these goals, a 
simple scheme is used: Basically, a CH node in region Ri chooses its next hop towards 
the sink in the neighbor rectangular region, R i- \ .  The CH transm its a route request 
packet with a range of y/W ^ 4- 4a^, sufficiently large to cover R4- 1 . Each receiving 
CH in R i- i  generates a reply packet and starts a route reply timer with an expiration 
time inversely proportional to its residual energy level. The first node tha t has an 
expired timer actually makes the transmission of a route reply packet back to the 
requester CH in R4 , while the rest quietly cancel their timers upon hearing this reply. 
This guarantees tha t a single reply packet is sent and thus prevents excessive message 
overhead. Furthermore, by considering the residual energy levels, priority is given to 
nodes with higher resources; a policy towards balancing energy consumption in the 
entire network.
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5.6 Energy consum ption calculations
In this section, we provide the value of energy consumption ED cniR i) of a region Ri 
during a DCR period. Recall tha t this value is needed by the EC algorithm in order 
to compute the equalized lifetime value and node probability values of becoming a CH. 
For the sake of clarity, the text in this section may briefly mention what is already 
explained in detail in Section 5.5.
Denoting the to tal energy consumption in Ri during a DCR as the round-energy, 
E d c r U), the to tal initial deployment energy in Ri as Eo{Ri) = Eo{j)  =
J2jeRi Eo{l-{-Xj) = EoaW a, where E q is the average deployment energy and x j denotes 
the variation of energy at node j .  The lifetime of Ri is approximately r ( i)  % Edc^ I ’ 
The round energy is the sum of energy consumption values for cluster formation, route 
discovery, and data  communication events, given by E d c r U) = Eciuster{i)+ERoute{'i)-h 
Ecomm{i)- III the following, individual parts of E d c r U) separately calculated. 
Throughout the analysis, a random variable is depicted in bold-face fonts.
5 .6 .1  E n erg y  c o n su m p tio n  in  c lu ster  fo rm a tio n
The selection of CHs is a two-stage process as explained in detail in Section 5.5.1. 
Designating the length of a control packet as Iq, we obtain the total clustering energy 
consumption during a DCR in Rj as:
Ecluster d )  —  I F  aoT  
4- W aapdo
loi^t H — ) +  ( h)lo^r 4- IFacr(l — pi)/o (et-\- - ——— h
T T O -p i  P i  V 97T c r p i  y
„2 ^,2
{et +  +  7 rer{-^^ (7  -  1)
T T c r p i  T T c r p i
,2
4 - W aapdo ( c f h  ^  1 +  IFacr(l -  Pi)/oer- (5.12)
V  napi J
This equation can be briefly explained as follows. A ratio T  of all nodes initially are CH- 
candidates inside each region Ri, hence WacrT candidates per region. The candidate 
nodes compete with each other to become a CH and announce their candidacy within 
a competition range of radius ri. These candidate announcements are received by peer 
nodes in each region, which is on the average TrrfaT — 1 sensors per candidate. The
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first term  in Equation 5.12 is for the candidate nodes to announce their candidacy and 
for the reception of these announcements by peer nodes in the region. Upon being 
selected, each CH announces its role with a CH-announcement packet tha t is received 
only by the nodes inside its announcement range. The second term stands for these 
events. Each non-CH node needs to send a control packet to associate with a CH tha t 
then replies back with an association message, which forms the third term. Finally, the 
last two terms are for all CHs in region Ri to distribute their time schedules among 
cluster nodes.
5 .6 .2  E n erg y  co n su m p tio n  in  ro u te  d isco v ery
Route discovery in EC is achieved by a reactive routing mechanism, explained in detail 
in Section 5.5.4. Basically, a CH requesting a route to the sink transm its a route request 
to its neighboring CHs closer to the sink in terms of hop distance. The range of this 
transmission is equivalent to the diagonal distance of two adjacent rectangular regions 
(see Figure 5.2). This is equal to y/W ^  +  (2a)^, a sufficiently large range to  cover all 
nodes in a neighbor region. Considering all requests emerging from outer regions as 
a load on region R%, the number of such request can be found by Yhi<j<kd^acrpj). 
Equation 5.13 provides the total energy consumption per round in Ri due to route 
discovery message exchanges.
The first term  designates the reception of routing requests coming from outer regions 
to Ri by all CHs in R4 , plus the following acknowledgement packet sent by a single 
CH in Ri to the outer region. The second term stands for the further route discovery 
initiated by Ri towards the sink.
ERouted) =  lo [ i F a c r p i e r  +  C f  +  CmpiW^ +  4 a ^ ) ^ ]  ^  ( T U n o - p j )
i<j<K
+  1^67. 4- ey^p(TF^  +  4a^) j ^   ^ (Waapj).  (5.13)
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5 .6 .3  E n e rg y  c o n s u m p t io n  in  d a t a  c o m m u n ic a tio n
D ata communication events consist of intra-cluster communications, inter-cluster com­
munications, and data  processing. Hence, the to tal communication energy consumption 
in a round is Ecomm — Ejnter 4" Ejnt^a 4“ Eproc‘
In te r -c lu s te r  co m m u n ica tio n  en erg y  co n su m p tio n
Each region Ri contains ni clusters, generating ni summary packets in total. These 
packets are then forwarded to the next region. In addition to its own packets, region 
Ri relays incoming packets from outer regions. Hence, the total number of packets 
transm itted by region Ri, nT(i),  is approximated by n ^ d )  = ^ n j ,  for i < j  < 
K.  Following the energy consumption model in Equation 5.1, this is equivalent to a 
transmission energy cost of Epxd)  during a DCR, given by Epxd)  ^  ^Td)iTt+^mpE>^)U 
where I is the average packet length. The CH nodes in Ri also consume sensor energy 
while receiving these incoming packets from outer regions. This is equal to  Epcvd) ~  
^r ipTd)  ~  Hence, we approximate the total inter-cluster communication cost for 
Ri during a DCR as:
Einterd)  ~  4~ 4- empD'^)nTd) -  (5.14)
In tra -c lu s te r  co m m u n ica tio n  en erg y  c o n su m p tio n
During a DCR, each sensor encapsulates its observed information in a data  packet 
and then transm its this to the corresponding CH. The CH accumulates all observation 
packets and combines them in a single summary packet to summarize the observation 
of the area within the cluster boundaries. In region Ri, there are approximately aW a  
nodes. Therefore, with n; CHs, the to tal number of observation packets delivered to 
the CHs in Ri is aW a — np
Similar to the calculation in the previous section, we consider both transmission and 
reception events and approximate the total intra-cluster energy consumption, Ejntrad)^
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in region Ri as:
Eintrad) =  M ^  {et + j +  l{W aa -  rii)er, (5.15)
\j<aW a—n-i J
where dj is the distance between node j  in Ri to its associated CH.
D a ta  fusion p ro cessin g  en erg y  co n su m p tio n  a t  a  C H
Although comparably minimal, data fusion processing for summarizing packets at each 
CH consumes some sensor energy. This is linearly proportional to the number of CHs. 
Designating E^it, [70] [90] [8 6 ] [91], as the energy necessary to process one bit of data, 
we have:
Eprocd) = laW  a Ebit. (5.16)
E n erg y  co n su m p tio n  in  d a ta  com m un ica tions  p e r  ro u n d
Using Equations 5.14, 5.15, 5:16, we derive the approximation for the total energy 
consumption in data communications during a single round of data collection in region 
Ri as:
E c o m m { i )  =  M ^  {et +  e/sdj^) j +  l{aW a -  ni)er +  laW aE ut (5.17)
y j < a I V a —rii J
+  l{e r  +  Cf - f  €„ipE^)i^T{i)  ~  lerin{.
Due to the uniformly distributed node locations, using Equation 5.5, the average dis­
tance d  between a sensor and its CH, davg, can be calculated as davg — E[d] =  
/o* ^ ^ d d  =  | r i .  Here, the probability tha t a sensor is located at a distance d  to 
its CH in the circular cluster area is given by Replacing Ui by Equation 5.4 and 
ri by Equation 5.5, we get:
Ecommif) — loiWcT ( e r  +  e t  +  E b u  — ~  { e t  4 - 2 e r ) p i  +  7 T ^  1 {^r  +  Cf +  e mp D^ )  N " )  Pj
\  g v ro - p i i < j < K
(5.18)
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5 .6 .4  T o ta l e n erg y  co n su m p tio n  p er  rou n d  in  a  reg ion
Finally, combine all expressions for energy consumption. Equations 5.12, 5.13, and 5.18 
to obtain the to tal round energy consumption E D cnd)  =  Ecommd)  +  Eciusterd)  +  
ERouted) a function of the probability values, P i , . . . ,  PK:
/ ( p î , . . . , P k )  =  laWcT (e r  +  et +  E bh  — — d t  +  2 cr )p i +  ^  +  (cr +  et +  empD^) Pô
i < j < K
+Wtu7l, [pi(e, -  3er) +  ^  (T 'e . +  ^ ( T  +  | ) )  +  +  2 -  T )e, + {T +  l)e , +  *  (2a" -  | ) ]
+/o [2emp(W^ " +  4a") + 2 e t+ e r j  y  ] (Wacrpj) + pil^
i < j < K
+ 6 t + £mp{W  ^+ 4a^) + ^ of <PPjer
i < j < K
(5.19)
5.7 Performance evaluation of EC
In this section, the performance of EC is compared with HEED [72] and UCR [73]. 
HEED is a distributed clustering algorithm, where CHs relay data to a sink node via 
multi-hop routing. It has an iterative CH selection mechanism in which the probability 
for each node to become a CH depends on its residual energy. When a CH candidate 
is not selected as a CH node in a round, it doubles its probability of selection so tha t 
it will have a better chance in the next round. Although widely accepted as a major 
clustering algorithm, HEED does not address the hot-spots of the network, hence no 
lifetime equalization mechanism is involved.
For HEED, the average minimum reachability power (AMRP) is used as the intra­
cluster communication cost function. As HEED does not define any detailed multi­
hop routing mechanism, we adopt the shortest path routing mechanism. Note tha t 
HEED suggests using a fixed range for inter-cluster communication. For an average 
cluster radius of Rc, this range should be longer than QRc to guarantee inter-cluster 
connectivity.
Different from HEED, UCR also additionally targets at equalizing sensor lifetimes via 
CH competitions. UCR has a similar CH-competition mechanism with EC. However, 
the CH competition range of UCR is simply determined by an intuitive calculation 
based on the distance to the sink; the closer a node is to the sink, the more likely it will
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be selected as a CH. In addition, UCR assumes a network-wide broadcasting, which 
wastes energy on unnecessary transmissions; a drawback when compared to the other 
two algorithms.
5 .7 .1  S im u la tio n  p a ra m eters
Our simulations are performed using MATLAB. 1000 nodes are uniformly distributed 
in a network area of 100m x 400m, leading to a node density of cr =  0.025 nodes/m?. 
This initial set of simulations demonstrate the performance of EC for a fixed node 
density. We also evaluate the effect of node density on EC, varied between 0.0065 and 
0.05 nodes/m?.
Similar to the current literature, we deploy the sink node slightly outside of an edge of 
the network area, at coordinates (450m, 50m). Nodes have initial unequal energy levels 
in the range [2, 4]J. The average initial node energy level E q =  3 as a manufacturer 
value is known by all nodes. The parameters for the node-energy model are as shown 
in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1: Parameters of the energy model
P a ra m e te r V alue P a ra m e te r V alue
e-mp 0.0013 pJ /h it/m ^ E bu 5 nJ/b it/signal
^fs 10 pJ/hit/rn^ D ata packet 4000 bits
et, Cr 50 nJ Control packet 2 0 0  bits
do 87 m
5 .7 .2  O u tp u t o f  E C  a lg o r ith m
Prior to simulations, we first run the EC algorithm to determine the competition ranges 
of nodes in different regions (r% values) tha t provides a valid solution to the joint problem 
of network lifetime extension and node energy equalization (see Figure 5.6).
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Figure 5.7: SOP and total number of delivered messages.
5 .7 .3  S ta b le  O p era tio n  P er io d  (S O P )
The number of “alive’’ nodes over simulation time is illustrated in Figure 5.7(a). We 
define Stable Operation Period (SOP) as the period of time until the first node in the 
network depletes its energy. The figure shows that the SOP of EC is around 4500 
rounds, whereas the SOPs of HEED and UCR are around 1250 and 1500 rounds, re­
spectively, hence EC has an overwhelming performance in extending SOP. Another
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observation is the shape of the graphs. The sharp decrease at UCR and EC in Fig­
ure 5.7(a) demonstrates tha t energy equalization is achieved until the SOP instance. 
When SOP is reached, a large number of nodes start to deplete energy resources, lead­
ing to this quick decline. On the other hand, HEED shows a gradual decrease in the 
number of alive nodes, which is due to the fact tha t energy equalization is not coor­
dinated and some nodes run out of battery energy much more quickly than others. 
Simulations on different node density settings, cr =  0.00625, a = 0.0125, cr = 0.025, and 
a = 0.05 nodesImP', also demonstrate similar results, which are shown later in Section
5.7.7.
A noticeable difference between HEED and EC is tha t when EC completely loses all 
of its nodes, HEED still has some nodes operational, yet with low residual energy. 
This raises the question as to which protocol is “better” to serve the data collection 
scenario. To answer this, we also compute the total number of messages tha t each 
protocol delivers during the time period from time 0  until the time instance when no 
more nodes are alive. Figure 5.7(b) illustrates the results. EC has the highest delivery 
amount at different node density settings. Despite the fact that HEED still has some 
alive nodes after EC loses its last node, the remaining set of nodes in HEED during 
that interval has only less than 2 0 % of the initial number of nodes and cannot provide 
full network coverage.
5 .7 .4  E n erg y  eq u a liza tio n
Figure 5.8 shows the residual energy levels of sensor nodes at the SOP of UCR (1500 
rounds). Dots indicate sensor nodes and a larger dot is used for a higher residual energy 
level. As can be clearly observed, both UCR and EC achieve energy equalization with 
EC showing a better performance in energy conservation, whereas sensors in HEED 
have largely varying levels of energy. In Figure 5.9(b), the coefficient of variation 
of node residual energy levels is plotted with respect to simulation time. EC shows 
minimal variation in energy levels, while HEED and UCR have larger fluctuations. 
Furthermore, after 1500 rounds, EC nodes have significantly higher residual energy 
stocks compared to sensors in UCR. We can also observe an early jump for UCR in
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Figure 5.9(b) around its SOP instance. A jump is seen at the instance when many 
sensor have depleted their energy resources.
5 .7 .5  E n erg y  co n serv a tio n
Although both EC and UCR achieve energy equalization, EC outperforms UCR in 
energy efficiency due to its suitable choice of cluster sizes and the energy conserving 
features of its cluster formation mechanism. This is also observed in Figure 5.9(a), 
where the average of sensor residual energy levels are shown.
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5 .7 .6  E n erg y  co n su m p tio n  in  s ign a lin g
The energy efficiency of EC is attributed to its low consumption values in both signaling 
and data communication. Our simulation results in Figure 5.10(a) show that HEED 
has the smallest consumption values in signaling. Furthermore, there is no mechanism 
to equalize node lifetimes and therefore the clustering overhead in HEED is quite low. 
On the other hand, EC has only a slight additional signaling overhead, while UCR 
shows the highest consumption values. As UCR requires the CHs to announce their 
roles across the network, the energy consumption during its set-up phase is dramatically
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increased. As for the data communication energy consumption, Figure 5.10(b) shows 
that EC and UCR have the low values as compared to HEED, thanks to their energy 
conservation features in inter-cluster communication. In Figure 5.10(b), horizontal lines 
represent the average consumption levels for each algorithm.
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Figure 5.10: Energy consumption vs simulation rounds.
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5 .7 .7  E ffect o f  n o d e  d e n s ity  on  n etw ork  life t im e
The effect of node density on extending the network’s lifetime in four different node den­
sity settings is studied: a = 0.00625,(7 =  0.0125, a = 0.025, and a = 0.05 nodes/m ^. 
Results are shown in Figure 5.11. The most striking observation is perhaps the im­
provement in network lifetime with increasing node density for EC, UCR, and HEED, 
as the nodes start to die out at later rounds of network operation. For a fixed network 
size, an increase in node density is equivalent to an increase in number of CHs per unit 
area, leading to a better sharing of CH-roles. The expected cluster sizes also decrease 
with higher density, suggesting a reduction in intra-cluster transmission ranges that 
require less transmission power. Although Equations 5.19 and 5.7 collectively suggest 
an overall slight increase in total energy consumption, a resulting increase in lifetime 
with higher density is still observed (see the numerator in Equation 5.7). Another ob­
servation is the overwhelming performance of EC as compared to UCR and HEED for 
all three settings: (1) SOP is higher indicating a better energy efficiency and (2) the 
decline in the number of alive nodes has a sharper slope suggesting a better equalization 
of node energy levels. Note that HEED does not perform any equalization procedure, 
which produces its gradual loss of alive nodes over time, although the losses start later 
for higher node density settings.
5 .7 .8  E ffect o f  n o d e  d e n s ity  on  en erg y  co n serv a tio n
Residual node energy levels provide an indication of whether energy is effectively con­
served across the network. To illustrate this, we plot the average residual energy levels 
in Figure 5.12. This figure shows higher levels for EC, although HEED, without any 
equalization procedure, archives similar performance for the highest density setting. 
The shorter lifetime of UCR networks is also seen in this figure as the energy levels 
reach 0 more quickly due to its high control overhead.
5 .7 .9  E ffect o f  n o d e  d e n s ity  on  en erg y  eq u a liza tio n
Equalization of node energy stocks is best observed with the coefficient of variation 
in overall residual energy levels. This is depicted in Figure 5.13. We can observe an
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Figure 5.11; Number of alive nodes vs time (rounds).
early jump for UCR around its SOP instance. A jum p occurs when many sensor have 
depleted their energy resources. This occurs at later rounds when density is higher. EC 
shows the lowest variation values for all settings, indicating the best equalization levels, 
whereas HEED naturally shows the worst figures as energy equalization is not applied. 
EC’s energy equalization is also observed in Figure 5.12 as the decline in energy levels 
has a stable slope with progressing network time.
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5 .7 .1 0  E ffect o f  n o d e  d en sity  on  n etw ork  life tim e
In Figure 5.14(a), we plot the network lifetime (SOP) with respect to different node 
density settings. The SOP is the highest for EC, showing a superior performance to 
UCR and HEED. SOP seems to “stabilize” with increasing node density with a dimin­
ishing incline. W ith higher node density, multi-hop routes in simulations can detect 
more direct CH routes towards the sink with potentially shorter link distances, which 
reduces energy consumption. After a certain density, data delivery energy consumption
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Figure 5.13: Coefficient of variation of node residual energy vs time (rounds).
between cluster members and the CH increases. Furthermore, cluster formation and 
route discovery have a higher total overhead. Due to these reasons, SOP is slightly 
reduced at higher density settings.
5.7.11 Effect of network width on lifetime
Figure 5.14(b) illustrates the SOP of EC when we increase the network width W . 
The node density is also varied. Hence, the figure shows the combined effect of node
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density and W  on SOP. The first observation is that SOP is higher for higher node 
density values. W ith additional nodes deployed in the network, the CH role can be 
shared among a larger number of nodes. Therefore, the network lifetime is extended. 
However, there is a limit as to how much a higher node density can improve the SOP. 
As it can be observed, the two graphs for the higher density values, a — 0.025 and 
a — 0.05 are quite close.
Secondly, when the network is sufficiently large, SOP decreases with increasing width
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W . W ith a larger W , the transmission range of inter-cluster route discovery (see 
Section 5.6.2) and the average distance of inter-cluster data  transmission also increase. 
This leads to higher energy consumption and less SOP.
Finally, for the lowest density, we observe a diminishing increase in SOP with respect 
to  increasing W . This increase in a low node density setting is due to the following 
fact; with a small number of nodes in each region, the traffic often goes through a few 
nodes tha t are frequently selected as CHs. Hence, these nodes quickly deplete their 
energy. On the other hand, when we increase W , the inter-cluster routing algorithm 
can find more opportunities to select different CHs, which improves the SOP.
5 .7 .1 2  E ffect o f  n etw o rk  le n g th  on  life t im e
As the network has more regions (while keeping the width of each region constant), 
the length of the topology is bigger. This shows the scalability of EC, UCR, and 
HEED with respect to network size. In Figure 5.14(c), this effect is illustrated for 
different number of regions, plotting the corresponding SOP values. We use a  =  0.025 
as the node density. Out of 5 settings, EC is observed to have a consistently longer 
lifetime compared to UCR and HEED. As expected, lifetime decreases for all three 
algorithms since the network needs to forward more data due to increasing load on 
each region, especially at locations closer to the sink, similar to the effect mentioned in 
Section 5.7.11. However, EC demonstrates a more stable SOP performance as compared 
to HEED and UCR, suggesting better scalability to network size.
5.8 Chapter Conclusion
A hierarchical task allocation architecture can offer scalable and robust task allocation 
solutions in large-scale networks, where task allocation algorithms not only run at the 
network gateway to efficiently assign tasks to suitable clusters, but can also perform 
parallel task allocation in each Cluster Head (CH) to intelligently assign sub-tasks to 
individual nodes. However, a  suitable clustered network topology need to be formed 
before hand. Therefore, as a first step towards hierarchical task allocation, this chapter
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presents an Energy-efficient Clustering (EC) algorithm to group nodes into suitable 
clusters for energy equalization and conservation purpose. EC chooses suitable nodes 
to become CHs based on their residual energy levels, and determines the density of 
CH nodes in the network based on the hop distance to the network’s data sink. A 
simple energy-efficient data delivery protocol is proposed as a way to improve energy- 
conservation and node lifetime equalization for multi-hop data delivery scenarios. This 
protocol is also used to evaluate the effectiveness of EC’s findings on CH distribution 
in the multi-hop wireless network. The energy consumption of control overhead caused 
by clustering processes and route discovery are particularly taken into account, and the 
cost of signalling in EC is reduced by avoiding network-wide broadcasting and obtaining 
global information.
Performance results demonstrate tha t EC extends network lifetime and provides equal­
ization of node energy levels in locations at different hop distances to  the sink, despite 
the various traffic loads at those locations. EC outperforms well-known and popular 
clustering algorithms HEED and UCR, which also focus on multi-hop data delivery in 
energy conservation and equalization.
Chapter 6
Conclusion and Future work
This chapter reviews the work presented in this thesis and highlights the novel contri­
butions for constructing a task allocation and scheduling system to promote resource 
sharing and node collaboration in Multi-hop Wireless Networks (MHWN). A few pos­
sible future research directions are also provided.
6.1 Conclusion
In future MHWNs, system performance in areas such as latency and network lifetime 
is greatly affected by how various application tasks are mapped to  the limited available 
resources in the network. However, this task allocation problem is very challenging for 
heuristic approaches when parallel processing, multi-objective optimization, multi-hop 
wireless communication and network dynamic aspects are addressed at the same time. 
This thesis shows tha t a Genetic Algorithm based evolutional approach is more suitable 
for such complex and dynamic task allocation problems. Therefore, a GA-based task 
allocation and scheduling system is developed to  meet the design parameters, e.g. Qual­
ity of Service requirements and sufficiently long network lifetime. The contributions of 
the thesis are summarized as follows.
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Chapter 3 describes an Intelligent Task Allocation and Scheduling (ITAS) algorithm for  
MHWNs
As opposed to traditional task allocation solutions for wired or single-hop wireless 
networks, ITAS enables multi-hop task allocation and scheduling, where a multi-hop 
extension process is proposed to extend the solution structure by explicitly taking 
multi-hop task communication relay costs into account. Furthermore, rather than 
having multiple unicast communications, efficient multicast transmission and possible 
broadcast saving are considered. Hence, it avoids wasting transmissions on redundant 
information, thereby saves bandwidth and energy, extends the network lifetime, and 
reduces latency.
Although heuristic algorithms are often used to address task allocation problems, they 
suffer from the limitation of non-backtracking. Therefore, heuristic algorithms cannot 
guarantee the global optimum especially in scenarios with multi-hop wireless commu­
nication involved. Hence, a GA based task allocation approach is more suitable for 
such complex task allocation and scheduling problems, and is adopted as the main 
methodology in this thesis. In order to perform multi-objective optimization, a hybrid 
fitness function is developed to balance energy consumption over collaborative nodes 
and to provide sufficient processing power in order to guarantee application latency de­
mands. As QoS provision is the top priority in this thesis, the fitness function initially 
favors meeting the deadline requirement and then gradually leans towards exploitation 
of balanced solutions.
Regarding the multi-hop scheduling process, ITAS considers potential simultaneously 
occurring communication and parallel processing events. However, interference between 
different transmission events jEind overlap of task execution at each node are avoided 
by using the proposed multi-hop scheduling algorithm. In short, the ITAS algorithm 
enables efficient parallel processing in a way tha t only possible resource sharing with 
cost-effective communications are considered.
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Chapter 4 investigates dynamic task allocation with node mobility and node failure 
events.
Since the static task allocation problem in MHWNs has already been shown to be 
NP-hard, network dynamics further complicate the problem. Therefore, in order to 
reduce the search complexity, a heuristic minimum hop count algorithm is designed for 
the Dynamic Task Allocation and Scheduling (DTAS) framework to narrow down the 
solution space without constraining it to a local optimum.
Besides, node mobility and failure events can easily cause the optimized task alloca­
tion solution to become invalid and a complete re-run of the optimization algorithm 
from scratch is not computationally efficient. A fast but simple heuristic algorithm 
like Greedy may only provide sub-optimal solutions. On the other hand, a sophisti­
cated heuristic search algorithm, such as MTMS performs relatively well under static 
network conditions, but has poor adaption to network dynamics due to algorithm time- 
complexity. Hence, in DTAS, three components are presented to  address this dynamic 
task allocation problem, namely, a Fast Task Recovery Algorithm (FTRA), a Self- 
Learning Process (SLP), and a Task Reallocation Decision Maker (TRDM). FTRA is 
a low-complexity and event-based operator, which is able to quickly perform immedi­
ate task reallocation when node or link failure events take place. SLP is a GA based 
periodic system updater which performs parallel optimization on the selected task allo­
cation solutions while meeting the multiple design objectives. Finally, TRDM interacts 
with all system components and makes task reallocation decisions based on different 
network conditions.
As the algorithm runtime also incurs considerable delays to update the task assignments 
when network conditions change, DTAS introduces an adaptive window size to  keep the 
algorithm runtime under control based on node mobility patterns and device processing 
capability. Thus, DTAS is able to make suitable trade-offs between the algorithm 
runtime and its performance. Adaptive solutions can be produced according to how 
fast network changes occur, while also considering the processing capability of the 
gateway device tha t needs to deal with such changes.
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Chapter 5 develops an energy-efficient clustering solution to overcome the scalahility 
issues, and provides hierarchical task allocation in large-scale networks through a clus­
tered approach.
W ith Cluster-Heads (CH) tha t act as local controllers of the network, a clustered topol­
ogy shows its strengths in various aspects such as energy-efficiency, an easily manageable 
structure, and network robustness, etc. However, the processing and traffic hot-spot 
issue is an open research problem in clustered networks as CHs have a heavy burden of 
gathering and relaying information. Hence, these nodes may quickly deplete their en­
ergy resources, leading to disruption in network services. For this reason, a distributed 
energy equalization and conservation clustering algorithm EC is proposed in this thesis.
In order to obtain a well-balanced network traffic load, EC first provides an analytical 
study on the relationship between the hop-distance to a data sink and the amount of 
data tha t has to be relayed, and separates the network into different regions. Then, 
EC calculates the approximate amount of energy required in each region including 
the organization of the clusters and sensory data delivery. The energy consumption 
of data communication and of control overhead caused by route discovery and any 
other procedure are also taken into account. By properly predicting the levels of the 
energy consumptions values, EC determines suitable cluster sizes considering their hop 
distances to the data sink, which allows an approximately uniform use of the overall 
energy resources of a MHWN.
6.2 Future work
The presented work in this thesis provides an efficient task allocation and scheduling 
framework to enhance system performance in MHWNs. It is a clear step forward in 
realizing resource sharing in the future Internet of Things (loT), but there are still 
many open problems related to this work tha t can be improved in future research.
1. Although the computation and communication cost models are developed based 
on real-life scenarios, perfect channel condition and node synchronization are as­
sumed. Packet loss events may occur and retransmission of the erroneous packets
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may be required. This, however, can afiFect the current scheduling algorithm. 
Hence, it is worth investigating the impact of such dynamic channel conditions.
2. The current hybrid fitness function provides a method for parallel optimization on 
both task execution time and network lifetime. However, by further considering 
other system parameters such as service reliability, a more sophisticated fitness 
function is required to make suitable decisions and to offer a balanced solution 
considering all design parameters.
3. This thesis shows tha t clustering is able to address the scalability issue for task 
allocation and the developed task allocation technology can be implemented at 
both the central gateway of the network and the Cluster Heads of each local clus­
ter. The proposed hierarchical task allocation clustering algorithm (EC) decides 
suitable cluster sizes. However, currently only a simple data collection applica­
tion is used rather than an application formed by a complex DAG. Furthermore, 
intelligent technologies are needed to separate the complex application into sub­
task groups with sub-deadline constraint. Moreover, in order to utilize ITAS or 
DTAS algorithm at the gateway, the processing capability and residual energy of 
each cluster as a whole should be appropriately estimated.
4. The adopted mobility model in this thesis assumes a pedestrian moving speed, 
which is a relatively slow speed mobility environment. Although the designed 
DTAS should still be functional with a smaller window size to control the algo­
rithm  runtime in order to cope with a higher node moving speed, the performance 
of the algorithm can be significantly affected due to the overwhelming signalling 
costs. One possible way to overcome this is through clustering. However, nodes 
may frequently leave or join clusters due to  fast mobility. Hence, the proposed 
EC algorithm can be extended by further considering mobility issues.
5. As one of the main ubiquitous access technology for the future loT, mobile web 
services via smart phones or tablets are among many modern technologies to 
exchange data and provide services and functionalities used in the future web. 
Hence, an interesting extension of this study could be applied to the area of
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distributed web services, where resource-intensive web services can be hosted and 
processed among multiple collaborative mobile devices.
6. Security is another im portant issue for resource sharing in distributed processing 
systems, and appropriate security technologies are needed to ensure privacy and 
data confidentiality. In a collaborative environment over the future loT infras­
tructure, it is necessary to have an effective access control method and efficient 
authorization and authentication procedures to protect the system from malicious 
attacks and data hacking.
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